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Flower power!

editor’s letter
It has been the greatest summer for flowers and
gardens that I can ever remember. I’ll be hanging
onto the precious memories of rambling roses,
scrambling jasmine and aromatic lavender, as autumn
arrives. And since fragrance offers us a way of
wallowing in the beauty of flowers, 365 days a year,
we thought we’d devote this entire issue to flowers
– and their infinite power to delight us.
A key trend we’re seeing at The Perfume Society is the revival in floral fragrances for men. And why
not? Put jasmine or rose or violet on a man’s skin, and we find it’s expressed in a quite different way
to a woman’s. Of course, once upon a time, florals were widely-worn among men – back in the days
before marketing came into play and fragrances acquired ‘gender’. It probably isn’t coincidence that
as that becomes blurred again in the wider world (and about time, too), men’s florals are being worn
loudly and proudly. So we asked Darren Scott to hand-pick the best men’s florals – and on p.22, he
shares a positive bouquet of them.
One perfumery house known for capturing the magic of flowers is LMR Naturals. Who?, I hear
you chorus. Well, you may not know LMR’s name – but you’ll no doubt be familiar with dozens of
fragrances which include the petalicious notes they extract (via various clever techniques) from
nature’s floral bounty. On p.11, Suzy Nightingale speaks to Bertrand de Preville, who has helped LMR
Naturals grow into a major world player in sustainable naturals, and explores how various different
flowers are persuaded to offer up their scents, for our enjoyment.
As exciting new naturals become available, there’s also a flourishing of natural perfumers. Not that
long ago, you could pretty much identify a natural perfume via a single sniff: aromatherapy-esque,
maybe with an overdose of patchouli, and definitely not created with the polish and smoothness of
the mainstream scents we’re more familiar with. Other natural perfumes tended to lack tenacity on
the skin, with a tendency to disappear into the ether almost as soon as they were spritzed. Now all
that’s changing. Via the talents of perfumers like California’s Mandy Aftel, and Marina Barcenilla (who
has scooped a clutch of UK Fragrance Foundation Awards), among others, there’s a natural revolution
going on. Join the movement on p.17.
Planning a fragrant garden of your own, meanwhile? Turn to p.36 for our round-up of the favourite
scented plants of various perfumers, writers and other talented types we spoke to for the feature ‘The
Perfumed Garden’. Because if you love perfume, we’ve a hunch you adore scented plants, too.
Me? I’m off to bury my nose in a rose (or three), and experience some flower power up close...
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from field to flacon
NATURAL WONDERS

gender blending
BEYOND THE
BUTTONHOLE

Suzy Nightingale discovers how
LMR Natrurals transform some of the
world’s most precious flowers into
perfume ingredients

Blogtastic!
The Business of Fashion recently produced a report: ‘You Can’t Smell the
Internet’. Yet the most talented bloggers, vloggers and perfume writers do a
stellar job of bringing fragrance alive. So here, ThomaS DunCkleY, himself a
multi-award-winning blogger, shares the home-grown sites most worthy of your
screen-time – and blows his own trumpet (at our request).

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Aenean
commodo ligula eget

“on the candy Perfume Boy i do bizarre things like scenting the
Muppets and Björk, whilst also covering the latest launches”
26 The scented LeTTer

Darren Scott explores the revival of
floral fragrances for men and handpicks a bunch of favourites

perfume bloggers

Perfume isn’t the easiest of products to sell. it’s
not like a movie, where a trailer composed of the best
bits can capture interest in 90 seconds or less. nor is it a
piece of fashion that can be looked at online, on different
models and from different angles. instead, perfume
remains a mystery unless it is smelled. indeed, it doesn’t
really exist until it hits our noses – which means you really
need to try a fragrance to know it, to love it and hopefully
to buy it.
this presents a considerable challenge for shoppers
– because we simply cannot try everything that’s out
there. add to that the fact that smell is the hardest of
senses to understand – so where exactly should perfumelovers turn to find out what to buy? Beyond that, thinking
even more widely, where should they turn to educate
themselves on the complex art, science and industry that
is perfume?
With the need to cover everything from food to
fashion via cosmetics on lifestyle websites and in the
accompanying magazines, there’s precious little wordage
set aside for perfume – which is where a specialist title
like this comes in, of course. But where – aside from The
scented Letter’s ‘parent’ website perfumesociety.org –
can you turn, for online scent wisdom? Well, along with
the worlds of fashion and food, perfume has long been
bitten by the blogging bug, with hordes of passionate
and knowledgeable writers approaching scent from their
own individual perspectives.
i’d go so far as to say that because bloggers are
consumers ourselves, we know what people want –
cutting through the marketing speak to share the truth
about scent as they see it (or rather, ‘smell it’). and the
best blogs and websites also serve as an educational
tool, opening up a complicated and closed world with
passion, knowledge and easily digestible commentary.
In Britain we have a vibrant perfume blogging
scene. amanda Carr of the We Wear Perfume blog
describes it as being ‘friendly, enthusiastic and extremely
knowledgeable’ and I’m inclined to agree. British
bloggers and vloggers are in the lucky position of having
unprecedented access to a wealth of information and
fragrance. some of it is sheer geography: we’re close to
France (still the cradle of fine perfumery), and a relatively
easy hop-skip-and-a-747-jump from new York, where
other leading perfumers are based, and from which
they travel regularly to these isles to share their wisdom,
insights and details of new launches.
Beyond that, all this knowledge and passion is
delivered with the typical British eccentricity – or as
fragrance vlogger Dan naughton puts it, ‘we have some
very unique personalities from the uK’ – adding that,
while we are less slick in terms of production values on
Youtube than some us bloggers, we ‘bring our own
quirks’.
To showcase the Best of British bloggers I’ve rounded
up five of the best from the blogging and vlogging
worlds. they may all blog or vlog about the same
subject, but they each do it in a unique, yet equally
brilliant way, proving that when it comes to fragrance
our bloggers and Youtubers have an incredibly
important and powerful voice.

I Scent You a DaY
Based in Wales, I Scent
You a Day is a very
accessible blog written
by perfume lover
Samantha Scriven. This
blogger’s love of perfume
started with Chanel’s
Cristalle, but when her
budget wouldn’t allow
a replacement bottle,
Scriven started exploring
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet,
alternatives, letting her
consectetuer adipiscing elit.
nose guide her to many
new loves. Summing up her
blog, Sam calls it ‘inclusive’, aiming to write for a wide
range of readers ‘from dabbers to divas’, with different
backgrounds and levels of knowledge (as well as
those with wildly varying budgets). ‘Nothing is off the
table’, says Scriven, and she is as happy writing about a
£300 bottle of Clive Christian as she is a £10 fragrance
from AVON. The charm in I Scent You a Day is the lack
of snobbery - all readers are welcome and Scriven’s
boundless, and infectious enthusiasm for scent bubbles
on the page.
This is a blog to read if you want honest, passionate
reviews about fragrances from both ends of the price
spectrum and with so much perfume noise out there, I
Scent You a Day helps one find new things to love, just
as Scriven does. Her blog is a personal scented journey
that we are all lucky enough to be invited to join.
iscentyouaday.com
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on the scent of news

nosing around
From fragrant beach reads to flickeringly fabulous candles via colourful (and
clever) new fragrance collections, we bring you all the latest scent newness
Left: Jo Malone London’s garden in
Martineau Gardens, Birmingham

Candle power
l Each year, Jo Malone London launch a fundraising candle – but this is our
favourite to date. The White Lilac & Rhubarb Charity Candle captures an
exquisite early summer garden in wax via tart rhubarb, woven through soft
lilac, rose and heliotrope.
75% of the retail price (less VAT) goes to support Jo Malone London’s work
with horticultural therapy charities, who use plants and gardening to improve
mental wellbeing. If you’re in the Midlands, check out the seventh project
they’ve sponsored – The Courtyard Garden, at the Martineau Gardens in
Birmingham. £47 jomalone.co.uk

l Our bug-bear is scented
candles that ‘tunnel’ down the
middle, leaving (expensive) wax
clinging to the side. No chance of
that with Victoria Cator’s candles,
thanks to the clever two-wick
design. We’re torn between the
leathery-velvet floralcy of Cuir
de Sacre and Madame Julia, a
racy number laced with crushed
blackcurrant leaves, tobacco and
lipstick notes.
From £50 victoriacator.com
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l Most timely for our Flower Power
edition is Cire Trudon’s latest,
which revolves around carnation,
jasmine and monoi flower, delivering
whispers of Mummy’s handbag.
(We’re loving the hand-illustrated
stickers which come with the candle,
for custom decoration. Never too
old for a sticker, us.)
£78 selfridges.com

+
Truly, madly, colourfully
Briefed only with Pantone colours, perfumers created a set of four
wearable fragrances for Kate Spade to evoke each of the shades. Truly
Gracious (green) is a sappy bamboo forest, while in Truly Daring (pink),
a bouquet of exquisite peonies unfurls. Truly Joyful (orange) gives us
blood oranges squeezed over handfuls of spices, and Truly Dazzling
(aqua) offers watery flowers blooming in salty oceans. The only question
is, what colour will you be today?
£45 each for 75ml eau de toilette theperfumeshop.com

Blossoms in a bottle

We can’t wait for sunset...
... now that Editions de Parfums Frédéric
Malle have launched their sublime, soothing
water-gel aftersun in Eau de Magnolia – the
ultimate in white floral opulence, designed as
an ‘olfactory representation of sunshine and
its shadow’. And it just is.
£45 for 150ml harrods.com

Four pretty ‘juices’ with four
equally pretty-pretty smells
unfurl in Vera Wang’s new
Embrace collection, ‘inspired by
intimacy and emotion’. Choose
from petal-powered Rosebuds
& Vanilla, Green Tea & Pear
Blossom, Periwinkle & Iris and
Marigold & Gardenia.
£25 each for 30ml eau de
toilette/£12 for 240ml Body Mist
theperfumeshop.com
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Scented summer reads
The
Accidental
Botanist
by Robbie
Honey, £20
(Clearview).
Plant-hunter,
superflorist, candle-creator and
lover of scented/exotic flowers
gives botany a contemporary
edge with this stunning coffee
table book.
The Scent of
You by Maggie
Alderson, £8.99
(Harper Collins).
Now available
in the UK, our
Contributing
Editor’s page-turner has a
perfume blogger whose
marriage is in crisis as its main
protagonist. (See also p.30.)
Perfumes The
Guide by Luca
Turin and Tania
Sanchez, £12.99
(Perfüümista).
The controversial
follow-up to the
couple’s original book has been
triggering plenty of debate
within the blogosphere over their
various picks and pans.

Juliette, Juliette, wherefore art thou?
In Paris, actually – where Juliette Has A Gun’s new concept store is like hanging
out in the kitchen of the party, or the swanky bathroom of nightclub. (There’s
even a camera/mirror that will email you selfies, in the neon-lit back room!)
In a bijou boutique with as much flair and cheeky charm as the fragrances
themselves, you’ll experience scents from brass pumps, pulled on automatic
dispensing machines – or why not pick out a trio of travel size ‘fragrant shots’
of your favourite JHAG scents, with these sets exclusively available in store?
We suggest you then sit and sip coffee in their ‘Cafe Juliette’ while lounging
around, looking (and smelling) fabulous.
Juliette Has A Gun, 2 Rue des Francs Bourgeois, 75003, Paris, France

Home Made
Perfume by
Anna McCoy
(Page Street
Publishing
– pre-order
from Amazon
now).
A fascinating step-by-step
from an expert natural
perfumer, which even goes
in-depth into how to extract
essences from plants.

Spritz-and-go

The sleek Hexagone travel case from Ex Nihilo is like keeping the best
kind of secret – slick, gold and reassuringly heavy, it oozes luxury and
houses one 7.5ml bottle of their inimitable scents. In two colourways –
black marble or white marble and gold. Both impossibly chic.

£85 for 7.5ml case harveynichols.com
8 The scented Letter

Time for
(fragrant)
afternoon tea
We rarely need asking twice to take
afternoon tea – but especially not
when it’s been created in tandem
between Diptyque and the Café
Royal. Inspired by some of their
best-loved florals – Geranium
Rose, Freesia, Choisya Orange
Blossom and Baies Rose & Berries,
your senses will be delighted by
sandwiches, scones and fancies, 30
tea blends and a live pianist, with the
Oscar Wilde Lounge decorated with
wild flowers and Diptyque ovals.
From £45 (£70 to include a Diptyque
candle and a glass of Laurent-Perrier
champagne)
hotelcaferoyal.com

Chance would be a fine thing
Well, four fine things, actually. (Or maybe
four fine flings, since these are limited
edition.) Chanel’s dry body oils offer the
choice of original Chance, Chance Eau
Tendre, Chance Eau Fraîche or Chance Eau
Vive, to spritz onto skin, leaving it silky-soft,
scented and lustrous.
£38 each for 100ml chanel.com

Blend, blend, blend
Emanuelle Moeglin’s East End
perfume workshops are booked
up weeks in advance – but now we
can get within sniffing distance with
her first trio of bottled fragrances.
The Top Layer blends bergamot
and incense, Mid Layer is jasmine,
frangipani and osmanthus cooled
by mineral notes, while the Base
Layer swirls with sandalwood,
leather and musk. Wear them alone,
layer them – or mix them in the
blending bottle, for a customised
scent that’s truly ‘you’.
Layers\01 Blending Collection/£90;
Top, Middle and Base/£95 for 50ml
eau de parfum; Blending bottle/£15
liberty.co.uk
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I was born in the Mediterranean, I feel a part of it and this work is my grateful tribute. I discovered Ibiza in the early seventies
and since then it has become part of my deepest and most creative self. Escape and freedom between sun, sea and sand is perhaps
one of the luxuries that I appreciate the most. Magical moments, brushstrokes of different colours, have guided and illuminated
the olfactory narrative of each composition.
ramonmonegal |

ramonmonegal.com

AVAILABLE AT HARRODS

FROM FIELD TO FLACON

natural
wonders
You may not know their name – but you’ve certainly
swooned over the extraordinarily beautiful natural
ingredients produced by the specialist fragrance house
IFF-LMR Naturals. Suzy Nightingale shares their story

THANKS TO MESOPOTAMIAN and
Ancient Egyptian artefacts we have
evidence of perfumes dating back 5,000
years. So it’s likely that from the moment
humans started burying our noses in the
petals of an aromatic flower, stroked a
fragrant leaf, burned an odoriferous wood
or scooped scented, sticky resin from a
tree, we’ve attempted to snare that scent
to fragrance our skin and our homes. And
we know that Ancient Egyptians reached
out to the gods with fragrant prayers
borne aloft on plumes of scented smoke
– it’s how perfume got its name, from the
Latin per fumum, ‘through smoke’.
Those first perfumes were, of course,
completely natural. Many of those
ingredients adored by the

The
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Ancient Egyptians, Mesopotmians or
Greeks are still prized in perfumery
today: jasmine, rose, frankincense and
myrrh. And fascinatingly, many of the
techniques for capturing and distilling
their precious aromatic oils have also
remained virtually unchanged.
The advent of synthetic ingredients
– the first was coumarin, synthesized by
chemist William Henry Perkin, in 1868
– definitely made the perfumer’s life
easier, though. Because while the
image of harvesting natural ingredients
may be romantic – colourfully clad
flower-pickers carrying woven baskets
of blooms under cloudless skies – the
reality is extremely challenging.
Unpredictable weather, disease, land
being sold off for construction and the
challenges of finding workers who’ll
undertake the back-breaking job of
harvesting have all worked to create
huge fluctuations in the price,
availability and quality of those raw,
natural materials.
But in 1983, one woman made it her
mission to focus exclusively on offering
perfumers the chance to work with the
finest ingredients that the natural world
had to offer. Monique Rémy’s guiding
principle was to deliver 100% pure and

natural extracts, with a strict ethos of
complete transparency, environmental
management and sustainable
development. Laudable aims which we
hear a lot about nowadays, but were
truly pioneering when this petite but
utterly determined Frenchwoman
founded her business.
It went on to become hugely

“

The desire for
perfumers to use
sought-after raw
materials, especially
naturals, continues
to increase

”

successful, supplying all the leading
names in perfumery before in 2000,
Monique Rémy’s company was acquired
by one of the biggest and most
powerful perfume houses in the world,
IFF. And incredibly encouragingly, in
contrast to how we sometimes expect
vast multinationals to behave, IFF have

not only respected Monique Rémy’s
heritage, but built on it.
Today, LMR’s motto is ‘redefining
naturals’. And they’re doing precisely
that. Former general manager, Bernard
Toulemonde, once explained it thus,
that LMR could ‘take a rose essence or
a patchouli essence and remove
components to accentuate the other
facets of the scent. So we are able to
produce materials that are pure, fully
natural – but not necessarily containing
all the nature. This is our specialty.’
LMR do this via clever techniques
including fractionation (short for
‘fractional distillation’); over the course
of the extraction process, the distillers
disrupt the process and separate each
‘fraction’ (or part), and draw it off. The
distillation continues – and can then be
paused again, to remove the unwanted
elements or ramp up the concentration
of other more desirable characteristics.
Requests from customers might
include, for instance, producing
colourless extracts – or taking away
some of the famously ‘dirtier’ notes
from patchouli. As LMR’s present
general manager, Bertrand de Preville,
explains, his company works incredibly
closely with its perfumers and the

Iris
Iris (a.k.a. orris) is one of the most complex and timeconsuming of raw materials to process. When the fields of
iris flower in May, the blooms themselves are picked and
discarded – otherwise the plant will then use its resources
on making seeds rather than accumulating the strength for
the root-like rhizomes that are used in perfumery.
It’s not until July, when the summer heat is at its peak
and the land is parched dry, that the iris rhizomes are
pulled from the soil, after spending at least three years
maturing underground. IFF-LMR collaborated with local
farmers in the Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region of
France to develop a machine specifically adapted to iris

12 The scented Letter

harvesting, which removes the rhizomes from the soil
before conveying them to a container. Cleansed of the soil
still clinging to them, they are left to dry for several days,
The rhizomes already have that characteristic scent –
powdery, clean and fresh. But they must spend several
more years in storage, drying and maturing. They are
then ground and distilled, producing something less like
an essential oil than a butter (it’s known as iris butter).
One hectare can produce 15 tons of iris rhizome, which
produces a maximum of 10 kilos of iris butter, which in
turn produces only one kilo of iris absolute – explaining
why the price can reach 100,000 euros per kilo.

companies they work for. ‘Each
demand is different, but is often
associated with a perfumer’s vision.’
What doesn’t alter is this: ‘We aim for
the crème de la crème, nothing less.’
Each year, LMR produces eight to
10 brand new natural products for IFF
perfumers – who include Dominique
Ropion, Anne Flipo and Fanny Bal – to
play with. As Anne Flipo told us:
‘These are our “secret weapon” – I
truly believe they are central to our
success.’ Bertrand agrees, adding
proudly: ‘We have the most dynamic
pipeline of innovation in the industry!’
Creative potential aside, there also
happens to be a sound commercial
reason for this innovation. Straight
rose oil, for instance, is a generic
product – which could be sourced
from many different sources. But by
giving it a particular ‘twist’ of their own
and using it in fragrances for the
companies they work with – from Estée
Lauder to Coty via L’Oréal to youname-it – LMR ensure there’s a a
strong reason to beat a path to their
door, year after year.
‘Our LMR Rose Essential™, for
instance, has a particularly feminine,
modern and petally feel,’ says
Bertrand. And for the brands who’ve
fallen for that particular rosiness, for
instance, nothing else will do.
Away from the lab, LMR also work
hand-in-glove with their farmers and
producers across the globe to figure
out the precise moment when their
crops should be harvested to gather
the highest quality oil. In the case of
neroli, for example, explains Bertrand,
‘We distill exclusively during the first
week of the blossom harvest.’
Sustainability, of course, has
recently become a hot topic for beauty
and fragrance brands – led by a public
desire for transparency. But it has
always been LMR’s very raison d’être,
with nine different ingredients –
including rose, patchouli, blackcurrant
bud, ylang ylang, vetiver and geranium
– achieving accreditation from For Life,
granted by independent certification
body Ecocert IMOswiss AG, which
assesses how a company respects
human rights, fair working conditions,
the ecosystem and biodiversity, among
other strict criteria.
So on behalf of perfume-lovers
everywhere, may we conclude: long
may LMR blossom.

Above and right: the Damask
rose, steam distilled in Turkey
to extract its precious perfume

Turkish rose
LMR work with 2000 families
across 26 villages to harvest their
Damascena rose. Grown mostly
in Turkey (there’s also some rose
production in Morocco and Bulgaria),
the fragrant crop is gathered from
May to June, men and women
working together, quickly and
skilfully gathering the flowers in one
swift movement, while the dew is still
upon them and without damaging
their delicate petals.
Time is of the essence. So once
picked, the roses are placed in
hessian bags, hastily delivered
to the cooperative’s office to be
weighed and sorted. They’re then
transported to LMR’s extraction plant
– one of the world’s largest – where
500 kilos of petals are poured into
each still, alongside 1500 litres of
water, and steam distilled. Unique
LMR rose products include Rose
Water Essential, which contains all
of the olfactive molecules of rose

petals, combining the elements of
rose essence and rose water – an
ultra-concentrated alternative to
traditional rose water.
The
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The golden flowers of
ylang ylang are steamed for 20
hours to produce the oil

Ylang ylang
In the northwest of Madagascar, a
fabulously opulent fragrance wafts
in from the Indian Ocean – that of
Cananga odorata, the botanical name
for ylang ylang. Blooming all year and
growing up to 30 metres tall, the ylang
tree’s flowers are abundant from April to
September – the dry season.
As with many precious flowers used
in perfumery, the blooms must be
gathered at sunrise, from 5am - 8am.
At the processing plant, each basket
is then weighed individually, with the
quality of the flowers painstakingly
assessed, before being steamed for 20
hours to capture those luscious oils.
The oil is then split into several small
fractions. The most prized density
becomes LMR’s Ylang Extra, the second
is Ylang Première, and the third quality
simply bears the name ‘Ylang’. LMR also
use another process, solvent extraction,
to produce the only Madagascan ylang
concrète in the world. By controlling
the entire ylang growing and extraction
process, LMR can offer a more stable
price, while guaranteeing their local
partners a better return.
14 The scented Letter

“

LMR work hand-in-glove with farmers to
figure out the precise moment when crops should be
harvested to gather the highest quality oils

”

Tuberose
Sourced in India, the waxy,
white Polianthes tuberosa
flowers are picked while still
tightly furled in bud. As with
almost all flowers harvested for
fragrance, they must be picked
early in the morning to protect
the natural oils from dissipating.
Once plucked, the blossoms
are brought to the processing
plant and gently aerated to
avoid fermentation; if squashed
or crammed together, the
flowers can spoil quickly
and once this happens, the
exquisite scent becomes
tainted. They’re then left to
rest before extraction, which
provides a stunningly fresh
quality tuberose via a process
of solvent extraction – truly
evocative of the smell of the
flower in its natural setting.
The journey from field (above)
to factory must be as swift as
possible for tuberose, as the
blooms rapidly deteriorate
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The renaissance of

Natural Perfumery

Originally, all perfumes were natural – the Egyptians, Romans and the early
French and Italian perfumers did perfectly well without the synthetics relied on
by most ‘noses’ today. But in line with a growing demand for ‘clean’ skincare,
haircare and bodycare, interest is growing in natural perfumery
Suzy Nightingale reports

BLOOMING MARVELLOUS

T

hose of us who adore fragrance seem to share a
common childhood memory: wandering into the
garden and smelling a rose, smiling blissfully then
plucking fistfuls of the petals and shoving them in
a jam jar, adding water and excitedly awaiting their
transformation into a magically fragrant concoction.
Alas, that tended to result in a depressingly grey sludge
that smelled like nothing so much as disappointment itself
and certainly nothing like that heavenly flower’s natural
scent. And it’s in this way that we discover early on that this
perfume-making malarkey is a complicated business – and
especially so when one is trying to capture the nuanced
aroma of a natural, living thing.
Most contemporary scents are a blend of naturals and
Marina Barcenilla – British-based star of natural perfumery, her
talents recognised in The Fragrance Foundation Awards
synthetics, in varying balances. But until relatively recently,
all-natural fragrances were written off by those-in-theknow. Our contemporary noses have become attuned
to fragrances given the boost of synthetic ingredients to
organ in her perfume studio and ‘museum’ in Berkeley
extend their diffusion, make them last longer on the skin, or
(below left), she has assembled hundreds of ingredients,
deliver the rush of a champagne-like ‘sparkle’ at first sniff.
which she pieces together in her creations, as she puts it,
But exciting technological innovations in the extraction
‘like a jigsaw puzzle.’
of natural ingredients (see p.11) means that natural
‘My inspiration for all the perfumes I make are the dropperfumes can today smell fully-formed and utterly exquisite
dead gorgeous natural essences that I
– in the right hands, of course. And as
work with,’ she says. ‘I love complexity
the world embraces ‘clean beauty’ and
and even after 30 years of working with
‘clean eating’, this trend is extending to
them, there’s so much more to learn.
natural perfumery – with an increasing
Every time I put them together, their
number of modern noses and niche
facets combine in ways that are both
perfume houses turning to natural
Pioneering natural perfumer,
understandable and unpredictable –
materials, to excite our senses.
teacher and author Mandy
endlessly fascinating.’
One of the leaders in her field is
Aftel hand-blends and
Every perfumer has their ‘favourite’
California-based Mandy Aftel, author
bottles her fragrances in
notes and for Mandy, ‘an ingredient
of several highly respected books on
her California studio. More
that I’m drawn to often right now is the
scent, including the ‘bible’ for natural
recently, Mandy opened
natural isolate guaiacol, extracted from
perfumers, Essence and Alchemy. For
the extraordinary Aftel
a hard wood. With backnotes of smoked
Mandy, natural extracts are utterly
Archive of Curious Scents
vanilla and spice, it reminds me a bit of
bewitching and at the custom-made
– a museum where visitors
a beautiful Lapsang Souchong tea. It’s
can smell
light in texture and floats up to the top,
more than 300
lending a curl of smoke to the opening
natural essences
of the perfume.’
derived from
Closer to home, the leading natural
fruits, flowers,
perfumer in the UK is Spanish-born
trees, grasses,
Marina Barcenilla, who is going to
and other
have to build a bigger mantelpiece
natural sources.
after scooping coveted Fragrance
aftelier.com
Foundation Awards for her fragrances
Mandy Aftel at her
India and Black Osmanthus, alongside
perfume organ in
Natural Health Awards for her bath
California, left
and body oils, and the Eluxe Award for
Best Natural Perfume Brand. Marina is
most certainly rewriting the rulebook on
naturals: India, which was blind-smelled
by some of the perfume world’s most
respected writers during the judging
process, is the first all-natural fragrance
to win a Fragrance Foundation Award.

Aftelier Perfumes
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Frances Shoemack,
founder of Abel
Odor; below, some
examples from her
collection

Marina Barcenilla Parfums
Perfumer, teacher and recent graduate (with Honours)
in Planetary Science and Astrobiology at the University
of London, Marina launched what was then known
as The Perfume Garden, in 2011 – a tiny artisanal
perfumery based in Glastonbury. Her passion turned
into a fragrance house acclaimed by fans and industryinsiders alike. mbparfums.com

Nevertheless, as she explains, ‘Working with natural
materials, there’s a whole series of challenges: odour
consistency; allergens and safety regulations; IFRA
restrictions; the inability to create a lot of notes that can
only be achieved using synthetics...’
The biggest challenge of all, she finds, is the sheer
volatility of natural ingredients supply. ‘One moment
there’s a surplus of material and the next it’s unavailable –
and when it returns to the market, the cost has increased
tenfold. The result? The end of your favourite perfume!’
And despite the huge leaps forward in natural perfumery,
she often comes up against a lack of understanding among
consumers and even the industry itself. ‘Most people
expect all-natural perfumes to perform and smell like the
synthetic or mixed-media perfumes they are used to,’ she
observes. ‘They expect them to last as long, project as far,
and be just as cheap – which is simply impossible.’
Marina deliberately sets out to intrigue, with each
botanically-derived creation. ‘I’m bored with “pretty”!,’
she laughs. ‘I like to celebrate the hidden side of natural
materials – what makes them different, edgy, polarising –
and osmanthus, which is at the heart of Black Osmanthus,
has that. On one side it’s predictably pretty, creamy, fruity
and floral; on the other, you find an explosion of “dirty”
notes reminiscent of leather, animals, sex – the less polite
side of nature. I find the contrast irresistible.’ And clearly, so
do those Fragrance Foundation judges.
Isaac Sinclair – the only recognised perfumer in the world
to hail from the Australasia region – is the nose for Frances
Shoemack’s Abel Odor fragrance brand, one of the natural
perfume houses to have debuted in just the last year or two.
As he explains, ‘I spend most of my time, as a fine fragrance
perfumer, working on perfumes that are mostly synthetic.’
Having his palette restricted to naturals ramps up the
excitement factor.
‘Naturals are so dynamic, complex and unpredictable.
They can be challenging to work with because they don’t
behave in a linear way – but this just adds to the allure.’
He continues: ‘They are alive; their myriad facets never

Abel
Abel was founded in
Amsterdam by New
Zealander Frances
Shoemack, who
became transfixed
when she saw a video
of master perfumer
and fellow New
Zealander, Isaac
Sinclair, ‘waxing
lyrical about the
similarities between
perfume and wine.’
Frances knew she’d
found the nose
to work with for
her collection,
and together
they shared
a goal: ‘To
create the
world’s
best natural
perfume.’
abelodor.com

“

Naturals are alive,
their myriad of facets
never fails to surprise
as they lead us into
new depths
of their soul

”

Isaac Sinclair
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BLOOMING MARVELLOUS

Sarah McCartney,
founder of Our
Modern Lives

Our Modern Lives
Perfumer, teacher, writer and 4160 Tuesdays
founder Sarah McCartney launched Our Modern
Lives in response to customer demand for ‘pure’
fragrances: seven natural fragrances, all of them
beautiful. ourmodernlives.net

20 The scented Letter

fails to surprise as they lead us into new depths of their
soul, evolving in the bottle and even more so on the skin,
their intimacy is misleading... just when you think you know
them, they catch you off guard.’
Isaac is inspired by the fact that he gets to work with
the very highest qualities of naturals, for this project – and
particular favourite ingredients are vetiver and labdanum,
which he has showcased in Abel creations. ‘When I’m
working,’ Isaac explains, ‘I go through fetish phases.
Often it’s an ingredient I’ve known for decades that all of
a sudden catches my attention and I feel this desire to
wrangle it into perfection.’ (And he’s succeeded, as Abel
Grey Labdanum and White Vetiver definitively prove.)
Ultimately, he says, ‘I get a real kick when fragrance experts
don’t suspect an Abel perfume is all-natural – that’s a sign
we’re winning!’
Best-known for her 4160 Tuesdays fragrances,
meanwhile, highly successful self-taught perfumer Sarah
McCartney has now launched a ‘sister’ collection under the
umbrella of Our Modern Lives, offering seven completely
natural alongside two synthetic (allergen-free) perfumes
– because ‘every week we’re asked for two things: 100%
natural fragrances, and safe scents with no allergens.
People often imagine they can have both in the same
bottle, or that one implies that you get the other.’
But it’s not that simple, as Sarah explains. ‘Naturals are

“

Natural perfumes
deliver a more intimate
and nuanced style that
is both sophisticated
and increasingly
sought-after

all made of chemicals – they’re
just chemicals which happen
to be made by plants! So
“chemophobia” – which is a sad
state to be in – is completely
misplaced.’ (NB The allergens
which must compulsorily be
listed on fragrance packaging
are almost all found within the
natural ingredients in a perfume –
although in reality, those sensitivities
Keshen Teo
only affect a teensy percentage of
fragrance-wearers.)
Sarah continues: ‘Naturals are made up of
so many different chemical compounds that if you
blend them in equal quantities you don’t get an attractive
fragrance; you just get a horrific sludge. It’s harder to
achieve a good balance than it is working with synthetics.’
Echoing Marina Barcenilla, she adds: ‘Synthetics are
generally safer to wear, safer to work with and are also
more predictable. They don’t vary according to the harvest,
or how many days of rain or sun there were while they were
being produced.’ All of which might sound enough to put
her off working with naturals – but au contraire.
‘There’s something about [natural materials], they
feel as if they have soul; it’s probably something that we
can’t smell at all, the tiny amounts of odourless chemical
compounds plants produce that affect us unconsciously as
we inhale. People talk about the complexity of naturals –
but it’s not that. If you give someone lime essential oil or
lime oxide on a smelling strip they both smell like lime, but
the natural gives the impression of being more attractive.’
Today, technological advances have hugely widened
the natural perfumer’s palette. So, what are Sarah’s own
favourite naturals? ‘I’m particularly nuts about raspberry
leaf absolute and blackcurrant bud absolute. They smell
like the pan at the end of several hours of jam making,’ she
smiles. And I used Robertet’s new extraction of cucumber in
a fragrance I made for Hendrick’s Gin, called Scenthusiasm.’
Another new name in naturals is Prosody London,
created by Keshen Teo, a former brand expert who studied
perfumery under Mandy Aftel. Keshen avoids all synthetics
in his six fragrances and six (differently-scented) candles; he
has found ways to emulate the qualities of synthetic musk
by using naturals like angelica root, a vegan alternative to
musky notes. He believes that naturals ‘...deliver a more
intimate and nuanced style that is both sophisticated and
increasingly sought after.’
Ultimately, Keshen notes, ‘People sometimes buy
Prosody London without realising we’re natural. And I’m
very happy with that!’ Certainly, it’s hard to imagine any
fragrance-lover resisting the allure of Prosody’s Rose
Rondeaux, for instance, with its decadent blend of iris,
bergamot and raspberry, a rosy heart and the warmth
of patchouli and sandalwood, with just a touch of fruity
blackcurrant, in the base.
A fragrance that smells uncannily like what I imagined I
was concocting during my first experiment with those rose
petals and that jam jar, all those years ago. But the creation
of which – as any of these masters of natural perfumery will
tell you – is anything but child’s play.

”

Prosody London
Keshen Teo (above) has set out to ‘make fragrances
that are clean, safe and pure,’ he explains. ‘We
believe that sustainability should be a core tenet of
all cultivation. And that products for personal use
should be as clean and unadulterated as possible,
while using all ingenuity and artistry to create
fascinating, varied and well-structured fragrances
that can meet the expectations of modern
consumers, yet avoid synthetics and additives.’
prosodylondon.com
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GENDER BLENDING

BEYOND THE BUTTONHOLE:

the new
men’s florals
There was a time, before society
got a little bit too preoccupied with
assigning and defining genders, when
fragrances were for everyone. Perfume
houses didn’t specifically create
fragrances ‘for men’, or ‘for women’.
And the people who wore them
were blissfully ignorant of any notion
that roses might be ‘girly’, or woods
perhaps more masculine.
It’s a shocking notion, isn’t it?
People loving what they wanted
to love, and not being judged or
pigeonholed for it? But in matters
fragrant, perfume-lovers were led by
their noses and not their body parts.
Much has been made of ‘gender
neutral’ fragrances in recent years.
But the passion for florals goes back
millennia. At parties thrown during
Roman times, hosts would spray their
guests of both sexes with rosewater
throughout the evening.
But according to Denyse Beaulieu,
Paris-based author of The Perfume
Lover: A Personal Story of Scent,
‘The idea that men can’t wear floral
notes goes back to the 19th Century
and the rise of the bourgeoisie. In
opposition to perceived aristocratic
decadence [the French Court was
literally drenched in opulent perfumes],
men shifted to black suits and were no
longer allowed to appear coquettish
or seductive. The only scent they could
give off was the smell of cleanliness
– hence the fact that lavender, whose
very etymological root is the Latin
lavare, to wash, became a specifically
masculine note.’
22 The scented Letter

And then marketing happened.
Someone, somewhere, had the bright
idea during the first half of the 20th
Century that it would be far easier
to sell a fragrance to a male if you
prefixed it with the term ‘men’s’. It
was in 1934 that Caron founder Ernest
Daltroff created the very first fragrance
specifically for men – named, simply
‘Pour Un Homme’ (For A Man), with

“

In matters
fragrant,
perfume-lovers
were once led by
their noses and
not body parts.

”

an accord of lavender and vanilla
on a musky, amber and cedarwood
base. Packaging began to play a part
in those strict gender divides, too.
Fragrances marketed at men tended
to be packaged with cleaner, more
architectural lines. Even today, those
fancy French words ‘Pour Homme’ still
keep creeping in. (Well, it probably
wouldn’t be quite so exotic if it said
‘For Blokes’ on the side.)

By the time the 70s and 80s
dawned, everything had to be
super-macho. There was a fug of
overbearing, heavy smells that may
still evoke nostalgia, to this day – Brut
and Hai Karate, for example – but
they’re not necessarily things we’re
clamouring to see make a comeback.
In some ways, the term metrosexual
was the precursor of this trend,
within the beauty and grooming
industry. It somehow ‘allowed’ men
to legitimately dabble in areas,
where previously they’d only secretly
borrowed the products of their
(female) partners. Role models, heroes
and icons such as David Beckham
(not to mention other sportsmen who
don’t necessarily stick in the mind of a
middle-aged homosexual) have made
all that completely acceptable.
But here’s an interesting thing for all
those testosterone-charged specimens
of manhood to whom, apparently,
scent gender still matters. Florals
have secretly remained a constant in
most men’s fragrances. Despite the
masculine marketing, floral notes
continued to be present – rose and
jasmine are pillars of perfumery for
both sexes, almost always found in
any and every fragrance in some
concentration. However, the presence
of other more ‘manly’ notes was
increasingly emphasised. Deep, dark
woods. Patchouli. Mosses. Fresh
citrus elements – and later, ozonic and
aquatic notes.
Nowadays, countless niche perfume
houses market their creations as

© Dolce & Gabbana

One of the hottest trends we’re seeing in perfumery is the revival of floral fragrances for
men. We asked Darren Scott to hand-pick a bunch of his favourites...
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The first fragrance marketed at men

GENDER BLENDING

‘gender neutral’, or unisex. Speaking
personally, I’ve never really given
all that much thought to whether
someone, or something, smells
masculine or feminine. I’ve only ever
thought if something smells good
or bad. It takes a while to undo
conditioning that’s been around for
decades, though.
Lately, the idea of flowers in
fragrances marketed at men is being
ramped up (and even splashed across
the label) – in creations like Dominique
Ropion’s masterpiece Geranium Pour
Monsieur for Éditions de Parfums
Frédéric Malle, or Etro Man Rose.
People are now looking past that ‘Pour
Homme’ phrase and following their
nose instead of inherited tradition.
Modern-day florals are blended with
all manner of different notes.
But are we men – excuse me
while I take a moment to beat my
chest here – really ready to embrace
proper florals once more? In the line
of duty, I put myself forward not only
to explore ‘male florals’ here, but to
try some women’s options on my skin.
Thankfully, I have never felt the need
to be particularly ‘manly’. As such I’ve
been able to enjoy whatever takes
my fancy without having to consider
whether it’s ‘butch’ enough to pass
some unwritten test,
I do, however, have a confession to
make. With ever the flair for dramatics,
I’ve been known to make sweeping
statements to the effect of ‘I don’t like
florals.’ Even I, a confirmed bachelor,
am conditioned to consider that
flowers and florals aren’t really for
me – and I’ve never really stopped to
question it.
Which is nonsense, when I think
about it – because I absolutely adore
having flowers in the house, seeing
flowers when I’m walking the dog and
have been stopped in my tracks many,
many times when walking into places
with beautiful displays, particularly
anything containing tuberose. And it
turns out I thought I only like smoky,
woody and leathery scents.
My own very favourite fragrance
ever was designed to be worn by
whoever so chooses. Described
by New York-based Ulrich Lang as
‘a fragrance for men and women’,
his Aperture is my signature scent.
Originally attracted to its smokiness,
it wasn’t until years later that I
discovered it also blends lashings

WILDE ABOUT
WOMEN’S FLORALS
Many men may still feel that the
closest they can get to wearing
flowers is to pop one in a
buttonhole, à la Oscar Wilde. But
while writing this, I also became
interested in what happens when
I wear a floral fragrance which is
unashamedly targeted at women,
on my skin. I found that after a
few hours Narciso Rodriguez
Rouge, with its floral heart of
Bulgarian rose and iris, mellowed
to a surprising creamy smoothness,
with powdery touches – not overly
flowery at all. And I’m certainly
taken with Cartier La Panthère eau
de toilette. Again, when I wore it,
the ‘star’ note of gardenia took a
definite back seat to the spices. The
bottom line is: I’ll never again feel
that I can’t wear something because
it was ‘intended for women’. There
really are no rules.

of lily of the valley with jasmine. So
it turns out my favourite fragrance
is a floral – and I didn’t even know.
Which prompted me to delve a little
deeper into my fragrance closet, to
deconstruct some of those fragrances
I’ve loved regardless of who or what
they are – and I discovered I’ve got
way more flower power going on than
I ever imagined.
Rose is definitely one of the go-to,
oft-quoted ‘male floral’ notes – and
I’m often pleasantly surprised by how
it works when I somehow expect that
it won’t. Almost any Comme des
Garçons offering is a winner for me,
for instance – and their recent roseinfused offering, Concrete, rapidly
won me over once more. (I gifted this

particular fragrance to my partner,
though, as I still prefer to smell it on his
skin than on mine.)
All of Richard E Grant’s Jack
fragrances are an absolute joy – and all
of them designed to appeal to whoever
finds them. But Jack Covent Garden,
which the actor designed to conjure
up the essence of the fruit and veg
market in ‘My Fair Lady’, has a beautiful
heart of rose. There’s no denying Tom
Ford makes some incredibly sensual,
and inherently masculine, scents. So
it’s amusing to see the gorgeous Noir
described as containing ‘masculine
florals’, which include violet, Tuscan
iris, geranium, Bulgarian rose and
Indonesian patchouli leaf.
Jo Malone London’s Velvet Rose and
Oud is equally dark and rich – delicious
for someone with my tastes – with the
rose just adding a floral flourish to the
darker oudh, which might otherwise be
categorised as ‘masculine’. Meanwhile
Union Gunpower Rose prides itself on
using English roses – from Essex, no
less – combining them with cordite,
creating the smell of an approaching
storm. I’m wondering if turbulent
weather and plant life might be a bit
of a theme for me, in fact, as I also
happen to adore Penhaligon’s Blasted
Bloom. I basically wish I could bathe
in this and never have my supplies
depleted, with its tangle of hawthorn
and eglantine rose.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, I’ve always
loved whatever Jean Paul Gaultier
turns his hand to. As an out gay man
in the early 90s, JPG was definitely
an inspiration and his scents exert a
wonderful power over me, evoking
many memories. Whether they’re
ostensibly‘male’ or ‘female’ – cue
eye roll emoji – they’re immediately
identifiable. His Fleur de Male is
perhaps a slight floral cheat for me, as
it’s largely based on orange blossom,
which takes us more towards citrus
territory – but I find it completely
irresistible. (A tip: if you love this,
stockpile now, as it’s been discontinued
and is increasingly hard to find.)
So today, the only real difference
between supposedly male and female
fragrances is essentially a marketing
decision. And in line with recent
societal shifts, it’s clear we’ve come
full circle as men, once more dousing
ourselves in flowers in a relaxed way.
So I’d like to say: man up. And smell
the roses.
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Blogtastic!
The Business of Fashion recently produced a report: ‘You Can’t Smell the
Internet’. But we think the most talented bloggers, vloggers and perfume writers
do a stellar job of bringing fragrance alive. So here, Thomas Dunckley,
himself a multi-award-winning blogger (The Perfume Candy Boy), shares the
home-grown sites most worthy of your screen-time

Author of this article,
Thomas Dunckley,
doing what he loves
best - smelling!

“On The Candy Perfume Boy I do bizarre things like scenting The
Muppets and Björk, while covering the latest launches”
26 The scented Letter

SCENTS IN CYBERSPACE

Perfume isn’t the easiest of products to sell. It’s
not like a movie, where a trailer composed of the best
bits can capture interest in 90 seconds or less. Nor is it a
piece of fashion that can be looked at online, on different
models and from different angles. Instead, perfume
remains a mystery unless it is actually smelled. Indeed, it
doesn’t really exist until it hits our noses – which means
you really need to try a fragrance to know it, to love it
and hopefully buy it.
This presents a considerable challenge for shoppers –
because we simply cannot try everything that’s out there.
So where exactly should perfume-lovers turn to find out
what to buy? Beyond that, thinking even more widely,
where should they turn to educate themselves on the
complex art, science and industry that is perfume?
Don’t expect answers from the mainstream media.
With the need to cover everything from food to fashion
via cosmetics on lifestyle websites and magazines, there’s
precious little wordage set aside to devote to perfume
– which is where a specialist title like this comes in, of
course. But – aside from The Scented Letter’s ‘parent’
website perfumesociety.org – where else should you
turn, for online scent wisdom? Happily, along with the
worlds of fashion and food, perfume has been embraced
by the blogosphere, with hordes of passionate and
knowledgeable writers approaching scent from their own
individual perspectives.
I’d go so far as to say that because bloggers are
consumers ourselves, we know what people want –
cutting through the marketing speak to share the truth
about scent as they see it (or rather, smell it). The best
perfume blogs and websites also serve as educational
tools, opening up a complicated and closed world with
passion, knowledge and easily digestible commentary.
In Britain we have a vibrant perfume blogging
scene. Amanda Carr of the ‘We Wear Perfume’ blog
describes it as being ‘friendly, enthusiastic and extremely
knowledgeable’ – and I’m inclined to agree. British
bloggers and vloggers are in the lucky position of having
unprecedented access to a wealth of information about
fragrance. Some of it is sheer geography: we’re close to
France (still the cradle of fine perfumery) and a relatively
easy hop-skip-and-a-747-jump from New York, where
other leading perfumers are based, and from whence
they travel regularly to these isles to share their wisdom,
insights and details of new launches.
Beyond that, all this knowledge and passion is digitally
delivered with characteristic British eccentricity – or as
fragrance vlogger Dan Naughton, a.k.a. Mr. Smelly1977,
puts it, ‘we have some very unique personalities from
the UK’. Adding that, while we are less slick in terms of
production values on YouTube than some US bloggers,
we ‘bring our own quirks’.
To showcase the Best of British bloggers I’ve rounded
up five of the best from the blogging and vlogging
worlds. They may all write or broadcast about the same
subject, but they each do it in a unique, yet equally
brilliant way. We may not strictly be able to ‘smell the
internet’ – but the best writing and the best videos
succeeds in making us feel like we can.

I Scent You a Day
Based in Wales, I Scent
You a Day is a very
accessible blog written
by perfume lover
Samantha Scriven. This
blogger’s love of perfume
started with Chanel’s
Cristalle, but when her
budget wouldn’t allow
a replacement bottle,
Scriven started exploring
Samantha Scriven is never
alternatives, letting her
‘sniffy’ about scent
nose guide her to many
new loves. Summing up her
blog, Sam calls it ‘inclusive’, aiming to write for a wide
range of readers ‘from dabbers to divas’, with different
backgrounds and levels of knowledge (as well as those
with wildly varying budgets). ‘Nothing is off the table’,
says Scriven, and she is as happy writing about a £300
bottle of Clive Christian as she is a £10 fragrance from
AVON. The charm in I Scent You a Day is the lack of
snobbery - and Scriven’s boundless, and infectious
enthusiasm for scent bubbles on the page. 		
This is a blog to read if you want honest, passionate
reviews about fragrances from both ends of the price
spectrum – and with so much perfume noise out there, I
Scent You a Day helps you find new things to love, just
as Scriven does. Her blog is a personal scented journey
that we are all lucky enough to be invited to join.
iscentyouaday.com

scents in cyberspace

Retail trend
forecaster Amanda
Carr is now also a
successful blogger

We Wear Perfume
Persolaise
When it comes to
authority, there are few
blogs with credentials
as impressive as Dariush
Alavi’s Persolaise. This
multiple Jasmine Award
winning blog was born
from the author’s love
Dariush Alavi – a.k.a.
of
writing as much as
blogger Persolaise
his love of fragrance.
In his words, Alavi approaches fragrance as a
‘very consciously designed artefact […] that has
been put together by a trained, skilled individual
operating in a field with a long history and, by
extension, a rich heritage of references.’
His blog draws references from the worlds of
art, history and film, with content that explores
perfumes in the wider context. Rebelling against
the rise of the influencer, Alavi says that he writes
for ‘anyone who despises the “10-second attention
span” culture […] and anyone who is suspicious
of the dubious claim that a picture is worth a
thousand words.
Persolaise plays an important part within the
critical landscape of perfumery, traversing the
commercial output of the industry and never
shying away from an honest opinion, whether
that be positive or negative. Impartial and honest
– that’s the modus operandi over at Persolaise,
adding an important voice to the discourse that
values the cultural importance of perfume as well
as the artistic. persolaise.blogspot.co.uk
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Amanda Carr, co-founder of the fantastic We Wear Perfume
site, surely nails it when she says ‘the fragrance consumer is
desperate for information on how better to buy fragrance
because everyone wants to smell good, so there is still a
big readership for fragrance knowledge.’ And with this
particular blog, buyers of perfume are in incredibly good
hands; We Wear Perfume comes from a place of both
experience and knowledge.
Carr (who is a retail trend forecaster, freelance journalist
and co-founder of the influential blog, The Women’s
Room), and her ‘We Wear Perfume’ co-founder Tamara
Fulton (an experienced fashion stylist and creative director),
have extensive experience within their field, making for
a dynamic approach to fragrance writing. Their aim is
to ‘to help consumers discover fragrances they might
not find themselves and to
encourage them to be bold
and adventurous with their
perfume habits,’ Carr says.
This is achieved through
perfume storytelling, where
interesting people talk
about the fragrance they
are wearing and how scent
is important to them.
We Wear Perfume’s
approach is enveloping
and fascinating. They
blend knowledge and
storytelling with beautiful
imagery to draw readers
in to the very best
perfumes out there. It’s a
staple blog for me and
it should be for you too.
wewearperfume.com

MrSmelly1977
Fragrance vloggers on YouTube have exploded in
popularity over the last five years bringing a huge wave of
new voices to the conversation, but also changing how that
conversation takes place. The traditional written word has
been shaken up by the world of the visual and vlogs have
found a multitude of ways to make perfume commentary
more entertaining.
Enter MrSmelly1977, the YouTube channel created by
Dan Naughton, a man on a quest for the perfect scent.
Like all of the best bloggers and vloggers, Naughton injects
a good deal of humour into his videos, namely a comedy
intro sequence that he calls his ‘trademark’ and sees him
creating alternative news stories (which poke a little bit of
harmless fun at the industry) or presenting cheeky skits to
the camera. It’s all a lot of fun – but at the same time, it
is balanced with informed, passionate content that spans
the world of masculine perfumery, from vintage gems
to modern classics. It’s clear that Naughton’s 12,000+
subscribers have good taste. With YouTube becoming an
ever-more-lucrative medium, I suspect we’re likely to see
more and more perfume vloggers – and Naughton agrees,
predicting we can look forward to ‘more specialist blogs
and channels emerging.’ My hope is that MrSmelly1977 will
continue to grow – and give those other vloggers a good
run for their money.
Search ‘MrSmelly1977’ on YouTube

The Candy
Perfume Boy
I know, I know, it’s
super-cheeky to plug
my own blog here
but really, I couldn’t
write about British
fragrance bloggers
without blowing my
own trumpet just a
little bit, so please
do indulge me for a
paragraph or two.
If I were to
describe The Candy
Perfume Boy in
two words I would
choose ‘educational’ and ‘fun’. My aim has always
been to inform consumers of the good and the great
in perfume and to educate them on all aspects of
fragrance, whether that be the materials, the perfumers
or the industry itself. The blog also aims to have fun
with perfume (it is just perfume, after all, nobody is
going to die) and on The Candy Perfume Boy I do
bizarre things like scenting The Muppets and Björk,
while also covering the latest launches.
The Candy Perfume Boy is a blog open to anyone,
whether a perfume addict or simply a casual observer
looking for some information on their favourite scent.
The whole aim of the blog is to encourage readers to
smell more but to do so in a more enthusiastic and
informed manner and I do hope that’s what I achieve.
thecandyperfumeboy.com

Dan Naughton’s
YouTube identity
is Mr.Smelly1977
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memories, dreams,
reflections
Magazine editor, bestselling novelist – and regular contributor to this title
- Maggie Alderson has based her latest book, The Scent of You,
entirely around perfume, through the eyes (and nose) of blogger Polly
What’s the very first thing you
remember smelling? From babyhood I
had a series of comforters, known by
the whole family as my ‘sniffers’. I
didn’t suck them, or stroke them on my
face – I sniffed them. I hated it when my
mum washed them and the smell went,
but I enjoyed the process of it
developing again with time (and
presumably, lovely smelly bacteria).

what I wanted my adult life to be like.

When did you realise that scent was
really important to you? It developed
from my Sniffer. I would smell
everything. I remember being
particularly interested in the smells of
different family members. I would go
into their bedrooms and sniff their
clothes and pillows. I sound like a little
weirdo, but I found it so interesting
how different they were. Like many
children, I’d take my mum’s dressing
gown to bed with me, when she went
out. I can still remember my father’s
smell and he died 35 years ago.

Have you had different fragrances for
different phases of your life…?
Absolutely! I could draw you the whole
timeline: the Calèche years, the Mitsouko
era, Coco, Cristalle, Joseph Parfum de
Jour, New West, Allure, Eau d’Hadrien...
Now it’s all about my perfume
wardrobe and layering and what feels
right on the day, but I still have
particular favourites I associate with
certain events and passages of time.

What’s your favourite scented flower?
The glorious, perfect pink rambling
rose called Albertine. My mother was a
great gardener (she’s in a flat now) and
had one in her last garden which used
to flower magnificently. She also had
roses growing up the walls next to all
the bedroom windows, so in summer
there would always be the scent of
roses drifting in to the room.
What was the first fragrance you were
given? Aqua Manda – I asked for it for
Christmas in about 1973 and found
everything about it absolutely thrilling.
I adored the packaging and the round
dark brown flacon. I still love all citrus
perfumes and I’m sure Aqua Manda is
the reason. I associate it very strongly
with a time of growing awareness of
30 The scented Letter

What was the first fragrance you
bought for yourself? Charlie. I adored
the ads, with the models striding along
with great confidence in chic trouser
suits. They played into all my City Girl
ambitions, stoked by Mary Tyler Moore
and Cosmopolitan. Smelling it, I felt
like I already lived in New York…

The smell that always makes me feel
happy is… Agraria Perfumed Burning
Sticks in Bitter Orange. They have been
the smell of all my homes – in London,
Sydney and Hastings – since the
mid-1980s, when I discovered them in
New York. It’s the smell of home and
makes me feel like a grown-up too.
The smell that always makes me feel
a bit sad is… Guerlain Vetiver. A man I
was madly in love with wore it and it’s
inextricably connected with him. For a
long time after we split up, if I passed a
man wearing it in the street it would
stop me in my tracks. I’m very happily
married to someone else now, but that
smell will always trigger bittersweet
nostalgia. Tristesse, rather than regret.
The scent that I love on a man is…
a very European Cologne. I find them
incredibly sexy. Their lightness evokes

a man at ease in his masculinity. Acqua
de Parma is the classic, for me.
The scent I love on a woman is…
anything someone really loves smells
good on them to me. They wear it with
a confidence and delight, that I swear
makes it more tangible – or maybe
they just squirt more on! The only
perfumes I’ve personallly never liked
on women are those 1980s power
pongs, like Giorgio of Beverly Hills and
Opium. Instant headache. Anything
else I find fascinating.
The fragrance from the past that I’ve
always wanted to smell is… I’ve
smelled it! Bouquet de Faunes created
by Jacques Guerlain in 1922, inspired
by the notorious Ballet Russes
production of L’Après-Midi d’un Faune.
I got to sniff Theirry Wasser’s recreation
of it when I went to the Guerlain HQ,
courtesy of this magazine. It’s the most
outrageous thing I’ve ever smelled.
Nijininsky’s jock strap. After a
performance.
What is your favourite book about
fragrance? So hard, because I read so
many wonderful ones when I was
researching The Scent of You, but I
would have to say Chandler Burr’s The
Perfect Scent, which I read when it
came out in 2003. And my book, of
course! My involvement with the
Perfume Society and The Scented
Letter gave me the idea to set a whole
novel around perfumes. The perfume
world has everything a novelist could
want: art, romance, passion, glamour,
global relevance, high stakes, big
business, powerful women, sexy men
… and it was fascinating working out
how I could work it all into the narrative
flow of a novel.

Inspirational ad, left; favourite smells, below

What are your
five favourite
smells, and why?

Lorem ipsum dolor sit
amet, consectetuer
adipiscing elit. Aenean
commodo ligula eget
Maggie loves the smell of knitted wool and classic Cologne

1 Black pepper The
warmth and piquancy, a
tickle on the nose on a very
comforting base. A smell
which seems to expand as
you sniff it. Black pepper
is used very generously
in Scottish dishes, such as
haggis and mutton pies, so
perhaps this is also down to
my Scots heritage.
2 Really good champagne,
icy cold, in a perfectly clean
crystal flute Ideally vintage
Taittinger or Veuve Clicquot.
Yeasty, dry, acidic and a
little bit sweet – and all the
associations with gooooood
times and fuuuuun people.
If a champagne glass has a
trace of grease or detergent
on it, the bubbles will flatten,
so the glass is as important as
the fizz to me.
3 Petrichor The smell of
rain on hot rocks and roads.
Something I grew to love
when I lived in Australia,
which has been very present
over the past few weeks of
glorious heatwave in the UK.
It’s fleeting, like all the best
things in life.

Above: fragrances Maggie’s worn, flanking a vintage bottle of Guerlain Bouquet de Faunes;
her favourite scent book. Below: an ad for Aqua Manda, the first fragrance she was given

Agraria Bitter
Orange
Burning
Sticks scent
Maggie’s
home

4 Sun-kissed skin I can
lie, sniffing the skin of my
arm, happy for hours.
5 Knitted wool My
last two sniffers were wool
cardies knitted for me by
my granny. Wool has its own
warm smell, with a slight
tang of lanolin, and the fibres
capture whatever smells have
been floating around in the
atmosphere.

The Scent of You by Maggie
Alderson is out now, published
by Harper Collins.
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TAKING
LIFEof
ONE
FRAGRANT
DAY AT A TIME

A WORKING NOSE

Olivier Polge
For the launch of the brand new Les Eaux de Chanel collection, Jo Fairley
sat down with Olivier Polge to explore his inspirations for these exquisite, airy
fragrances – and to chat with him for the latest in our series of interviews about
what an elite perfumer’s day-to-day life is really like
When does your day start? How does it start?
I get up at 7 a.m. – I have four kids, so technically they get
me up, and they definitely influence the time I wake up
because I’m not naturally an early riser. I have some fruit,
and coffee with milk, but basically, I like to get up, leave
home and take the car to work.
Where do you work?
I have a beautiful office in the suburb of Neuilly where
Chanel’s HQ has been based for a long, long time. I have
an amazing view over the Bois de Boulogne, all the way to
Saint-Cloud in one direction and
the Eiffel Tower in the other. I live
in a neighbourhood where the
streets are small and I love that
when I come to the office, I have
this endless view to inspire me.

“

a very large library of quite surprising ingredients from all
over the world. They are all listed with the date we received
them and sometimes I might look for a raw material and
discover that our sample goes back to the 1990s... and
of course we need something up-to-date. The computer
I work on sits on a desk which I’m afraid to say is rather
cluttered. I am impressed with people who have a clear
desk, but I can’t manage it myself.
When I am writing the formula, I am smelling that
fragrance in my head. It doesn’t always work; you have to
check with the reality, but the best way of creating is to have
a mental image. We have four lab
assistants who make up the formulas
I write down. We’ll smell things that
same day, but some ingredients need
time to find their space, so we might
go on smelling something every day
for three or four days. If I’m travelling,
I’ll get a lot of samples made up
before I go – so they’re ready to
smell when I come back.
There are three of us working
at Chanel on fragrance: my father,
Jacques Polge – who has been at
Chanel since 1978, and is still very
much around – and Christopher
Sheldrake, the British-born perfumer.
At some point in the day, we’ll all
get together in a very casual way –
around someone’s desk, or a table
– and smell things. They can shine a
light on something in a creation that maybe I hadn’t seen,
come up with a different way.

There are days when
nothing works, and
there are other days
when in one day I
can achieve what I
was hoping to do in
a fortnight. I wish I
could analyse why!

What’s the first thing you do
when you get to work?
I smell the blotters that I sprayed
the night before. That’s so
important. My nose is best in the
morning, and I like the quiet time
before people start running all
over the building and the emails
start flooding in. I like to be away
from everything – yet also near
to the lab. I start by smelling
those dry-downs on the blotters,
and perhaps other raw materials
that I’m testing and evaluating. You have to follow them
over several days to see how they evolve. The other day, I
tried some iris – and after a week, I went back and it was
expressing something quite, quite different.

How do you actually compose a fragrance?
I write formulas on a computer. It also tells me the
quantities of ingredients that are available to me. We have
24 The scented Letter
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Whose skin do you smell the fragrances on?
It’s always my skin, first. Then the people around me, at
work and at home – sometimes my wife. But at Chanel, it’s
very different to working for a big fragrance house where
you’re creating for 10 different brands at the same time and
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always on deadline. We have the luxury of time, to ensure
that everything is perfect.
Do you break for lunch or eat at your desk?
Depends on the day. There aren’t many places around the
office to eat, so sometimes I’ll have a bite at my desk. The
funny thing is people somehow think it’s forbidden to come
into our department – it’s actually not true, but it means we
get left alone a lot, which is good for thinking.
Do you have to be in a particular mood, to create?
There are days when nothing works, and there are other
days when in one day I can achieve what I was hoping to do
in a fortnight. I wish I could analyse why!
Do you listen to music while you’re working?
I love classical music, in particular composers who
worked a lot on the piano, like Chopin, Liszt, Schumann,
Rachmaninov. I don’t listen to them at work, but I do like
to listen to them in the car, which really helps create a calm
frame of mind for me. As a perfumer, I find it hard to work
when I’m feeling stressed.
How much do you travel?
Quite a bit, around the launch of a fragrance like Gabrielle,
or the Les Eaux collection. And at Chanel there’s another
whole dimension to our work, because we have our own
fields in Grasse. I go in May for the rose harvest and again
a few times before the end of the year to oversee things.
Along with jasmine and rose, we’ve been doing trials on
geranium, tuberose and iris. That’s a long project – six
years from planting the iris to coming up with the finished
ingredient. The challenge now is to make it our own, give
the iris a Chanel ‘twist’.
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How long does it take from concept to finished fragrance,
in general?
For Les Eaux, it was around six to nine months of
creation, but it takes much longer for the fragrance to
be launched because of having to register the name, the
manufacturing... That part can sometimes take two years.
We always plan far, far ahead at Chanel. We’re already
planning for 2023 – the 100th anniversary of No5 and of
Chanel, as a perfumer.
How many materials do you have at your fingertips, to
work with?
There are more than 1,000 in the library of ‘potential’
ingredients, but probably around 700 that we use each
year. My main palette is probably around half that. I try
to spend some time each day working with ingredients,
creating accords that might one day be useful for a future
perfume. There are certain subjects that I like – particular
ambery notes I’m always trying in new combinations. Those
building blocks are as important as complete fragrances.
When do you leave the office?
Because my work is creative, I sometimes have the
opportunity to leave early and do something completely
different. I always try to see my children at home, before
bedtime. The oldest is 15, the youngest eight. Are there
any perfumers in the making? Potentially I have four! But
it’s too soon to tell. At their age, I certainly didn’t know
I wanted to become a perfumer. I don’t do any creative
work at home, but sometimes I’ll have an idea about a
combination and phone back to the office. And towards
the end of the project, or when I’m stuck, I’ll sometimes
take the blotters home, where my mindset is completely
different. It can be helpful for coming up with a solution.

What was the inspiration for Les Eaux?
At the beginning was the idea to create a collection of
fresh scents. I started off with the thought of an eau de
Cologne, but in fact these are eaux de toilette, in the spirit
of a Cologne. Something I had in mind was that Gabrielle
Chanel used to talk about ‘scent bon’ – a way of describing
clean scents, with the sort of universal freshness that an eau
de Cologne has. That’s what I set out to do, with Les Eaux.
I like the way that the cities in the names – which are all

“

When I’m ‘stuck’, I’ll
sometimes take blotters
home, where my mindset is
completely different. It can
be helpful for coming up with
a solution

”

significant for Gabrielle Chanel – are linked back to Paris.
I know all of these places and I anchored the fragrances in
the feelings those cities evoke in me. But I often say that
fragrance makes you travel on its own; you actually don’t
need to travel to different places.

Tell us about the different Les Eaux de Chanel...
Let’s start with Paris-Deauville, which is where the story
of Chanel began, the place in Normandy where she
opened her first shop. It’s a very elegant destination for the

weekend, a city on the shore. I had this green impression of
a weekend in the countryside, so there are green aromatic
aspects to Deauville, which has a little basil oil. There’s a
musky geranium and also a light mint undertone which
pushes the green notes – and since we’re talking about
green, and humidity, there’s patchouli for earthiness and to
make it last on the skin.
For Paris-Biarritz I wanted something completely
different – dynamic, breezy. It’s not the scent of water; it’s
more about sparkling air, which comes from citrus notes
including grapefruit and orange, as well as muguet. Lily
of the valley notes are synthetic and somehow have an
affinity with aldehydes, which also helps to create the fresh
impression. The base notes are mostly soft white musks and
a touch of vetiver. I wanted to create a sensation on the skin
as if each ingredient were soaked with water.
Paris-Venise has a completely different atmosphere.
Venice is the door to the Oriental world; it’s where Chanel
developed her taste for the baroque and for art, which
immediately led me to think about rich, opulent amber
notes. There’s neroli in the top, while the powderiness
comes from iris and violets, with vibrant cedar, vanilla and
amber accords in the dry-down.
I love the fact that these places are part of Chanel’s
history. And it’s a collection which I look forward to growing,
through exploring other places that were important to
Chanel, in her lifetime.
Les Eaux de Chanel – which are offered in a stunning new
flask-style minimalist bottle, specially designed for this
collection – are priced £97 each for 125ml. chanel.com
For further interviews in The Perfume Society’s ‘A
Working Nose’ series, visit perfumesociety.org
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SOMETHING IN THE AIR

the

perfumed garden

If you love fragrance, you must love scented flowers. (It’s basically the law.)
So in this edition of The Scented Letter, we’re sharing the favourite fragrant flowers
of some very special people from the perfumed world and beyond
After you’ve swooned over their choices, we invite you to Instagram your own
favourites – tagging us @theperfumesociety, with the hashtag #favouriteflower

Frangipani
Kathy Lette, novelist and comedy performer
(kathylette.com)
‘Native frangipani erupts all over Sydney in the spring
– the most heady aroma that signals fun in the sun;
the start of a long, hot, hedonistic summer of surfing
and sailing and sizzlingly happy times in teeny-weeny
bikinis basking on golden beaches. Whenever I get a
whiff of frangipani I feel instantly joyous.’
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Annee de Mamiel, aromatherapist

‘I love frangipani for the intoxication of the heady
aroma, its intensity and its ability to transport me to
the beach – the air heavy in salt, surf and warmth. It
cocoons me instantly and takes me home to Australia,
particularly to Byron Bay, where I got married. We had
them as our wedding flowers – just put together simply
on their own. Frangipani flowers have a personality
and brightness which is intensely happy. I have never
smelled an absolute or essence that can replicate it.’

Peter Murray, owner of Pulse of
Perfumery shop, Knutsford
‘When we first relocated to Cheshire, my
wife Mel and I rented a farmhouse on the
outskirts of Knutsford to pursue our dream of
establishing Pulse of Perfumery. To fund the
dream, we’d sacrificed our beautiful thatched
cottage in Buckinghamshire with its muchloved cottage garden and moved to a rented
Cheshire farmhouse with just acres and acres of
rough paddock.
Close to the house and covering one of
the outbuildings was a beautiful jasmine which
emitted the most intoxicating heady scent. We
spent many warm evenings sitting outside with
a glass of wine or two, hatching plans for the
business, an experience enhanced by the exotic
scent of the jasmine which will always be a key
part of the memory of the start of our Pulse of
Perfumery scented journey.’
Really Ree, blogger

© Charlie Harutaka - Unsplash; Mary Ann Lewis, samael334 - fotolia.com

‘I love that jasmine comes to life at night (like
me!). It has a beautiful sharp sweetness that
really calms my spirit.’

Jasmine

Honeysuckle
Nick Gilbert. fragrance consultant and
Jasmine Award-winning podcaster
‘I have long been obsessed with honeysuckle,
both the beautiful pink, yellow and white
flowers and the scent itself, like a slightly more
syrupy version of fresh jasmine. But mostly, I
love it because of the memories it evokes – my
Nan telling me off for having picked all of the
flowers off the plant, which I’d done because I
discovered the sugary nectar at the base of the
flower and I wanted to eat all of the delicious
sugary goodness. I had discarded all of the
flowers on the ground after slurping down the
nectar and she was livid because her plant was
ruined for the summer!’
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Lyn Harris, Perfumer H
‘Roses can smell fresh, lemony, green,
aquatic, fruity, dark, honeyed sweet... and
more. The first time I remember smelling
rose was in my grandmother’s garden,
when of course I used to pick up the
petals and crush them to make perfume
in my grandfather’s shed. In perfumery,
rose is the most versatile of flowers and
can be used in every fragrance family
which I just love – the absolute and the
essence give totally different effects.’
Mandy Aftel, Perfumer
‘The Emma Hamilton rose is just the
perfect blend of floral and spice and fruit
– beautiful rose aroma laced with nutmeg,
a tiny bit of citrus and plum. Nothing is
missing, nothing extra required!’
François Hénin, founder and

owner, Jovoy
‘My favourite scented garden flowers
are roses. There’s a traditional contest
between my father and me; he has more
in his garden but mine are much better!’

Neela Vermeire Creations
‘Smelling a fragrant rose makes me feel
grateful to be alive, witnessing the sheer
magic of nature. It makes me wish I could
stop the passage of time and enjoy the
moment for a little longer.’

38 The scented Letter
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Neela Vermeire, founder of

Maria Kabakova-Upfold,

(Shy Mimosa perfumery, Bristol)
‘Lily of the valley to me is the return of happiness
and awakening of the senses, with its crisp white,
delicate and perfectly-formed bell shaped flowers
oozing innocence and purity. The slightly spicy
and sweet aroma with hints of lemon always
evokes wonderful childhood memories for me.’

Lily of the valley

Peony
Ane Ayo, perfumer
‘I love the beauty and femininity of peonies. I
used to do ballet and they really remind me of
ballerinas. And the smell… it’s floral but delicate
– a peaceful scent but very impressive, complex
yet delicate.’
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Michel Almairac, perfumer
‘Mexican mock orange, a.k.a. Choisya
ternata (in French we call it seringa), is an
astonishingly beautiful white flower, with
an incredible scent like orange blossom to
stop you completely in your tracks when
you smell it in the garden.’

Seringa
Lily
Thierry Wasser, Guerlain Perfumer
‘I love white lilies and when I travel, I email
the hotel in advance to say “I’d like you
to place white lilies in my room.” Some
people find them too heady and strong,
but I just say: “It’s MY room!” It makes me
feel at home in a hotel room, a way to be
instantly comfortable in a strange place.’
Henrietta Lovell, founder of

The Rare Tea Company
‘My father would bring white freesias home
to my mother. She hated showy bunches
of flowers, telling him they looked like he
was making an easy apology. (For which
he often had cause.) She wanted him to
bring her a few elegant stems to scent her
bedside, because he felt glad, not sorry.’

Skye McAlpine, author of
A Table in Venice
‘Gardenia is the smell of summer,
for me. They grow in the garden
of the house where I grew up, in
Venice, and that amazing heady
scent just fills the air. There’s also a
superstition in Italy that if you put a
flower underneath a child’s pillow,
it brings them luck in their exams.
So I remember my mother tucking a
gardenia under my pillow at night.
It must have worked, because I did
seem to pass my exams OK!’

Gardenia
24 The scented Letter

Freesia

Mathilde Thomas, founder

Vine Flower

of Caudalie
‘I love the scent of the vine flower.
It’s unique and few people know
it, but because I grew up in the
middle of a vineyard, I love it.
Scent-wise it’s a combination of
white flowers, pink pepper and
watermelon – very fresh. I love the
smell so much that we even made a
Caudalie Fleur de Vigne fragrance.’

Tuesdays/Our Modern Lives
‘My favourite scented flower (below) grows in
huge fronds on next-door’s palm tree. It’s the
most fabulous aroma, and it fills our street for
one month every year. It is a joy to walk by.’

Romano
Ricci, founder,

Juliette Has a Gun
‘It differs from
time to time, but
right now I’m into
tuberose. I think
it’s actually very
calm and addictive
– and full blast, just
utterly sexy.’

Palm Flower

Tuberose
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Sara McCartney, Perfumer 4160
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Lilac
Marina Barcenilla, perfumer
MB Parfums
‘Lilac – the mauve variety – not just because
of its intoxicating fragrance, but because it
reminds me of my childhood, sunny days spent
in Spain, being carefree and having all the
time in the world to just sit there and smell
the flowers – which is what I used to do, and
something I really miss.’

Liz Earle, lizearlewellbeing.com

‘I love lavender. Just one whiff in the garden
transports my body and brain back to a
more tranquil state. It also has genuinely
therapeutic properties; I took a bottle of the
oil into hospital for the birth of each of my five
children, and I travel with it around the globe
to ground me and use a few drops in a warm
bath to switch off after a frazzled day.’

Alison Young, beauty expert and
QVC presenter
‘As a child on holiday this gorgeously-scented
and beautiful plant captivated me. My garden
– inspired by Provence – has 50+ lavender
plants. I make lavender ice cream, lavender
syrup, lavender champagne – even lavender
pasta. My heart is in Provence and my love for
its “blue gold” knows no bounds.’

Lavender
24 The scented Letter

Wisteria
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James Craven, Fragrance Archivist 		

Robbie Honey, florist and author (see

Nosing Around, p.8)
‘The scent of wisteria utterly beguiles me.
This goes right back to my childhood in
Zimbabwe. In the garden of Maduma, the
house where I grew up, grows a spectacular
gnarled old Wisteria sinensis planted many
years ago by my grandmother. They are a
rarity in Zimbabwe and the brevity of the
blooming makes the sight all the more special.
After school in spring I could often be found
perched on top of the courtyard wall over
which the wisteria sprawled, surrounded by
a sea of lilac-coloured flowers, drunk on their
scent and the utter beauty of it all.’

at Les Senteurs
‘All garden flowers are deeply nostalgic for me
– daffodils, tulips, pinks, dusty miller (Senecio),
nasturtiums, bachelors’ buttons (cornflower),
snow-in-summer (Cerastrium tomentosum),
evoking so many childhood memories from the
days when – as an infant – I was physically so
much closer and nearer to the plants. I find it
very difficult to pick just one favourite.
I love the old-fashioned sweet peppery
smells – sweet peas, phlox, lupins, wallflowers.
But nothing beats the lovely iris. Some people
stubbornly and mistakenly say that the flower
of the iris has no scent: “No, no! the fragrance
is all in the root, the rhizome.”
Certainly it is the precious rhizomes which
are dried, powdered and pounded into orris
concrète for perfumes of exceptional quality.
But stand by even a single blooming blue or
brown bearded iris on a warm May evening in
an English back yard and then tell me there
is no smell; the fragrance is almost liquid and
tangible – silky and fluid, like precious golden
dessert wine. At the same time it has the
powderiness of orris – intoxicating, slightly
chalky, with a honeyed density and thickness.
If you are lucky enough to have a whole
border of these hardy plants you will stand in
a paradise bower, amidst a heady scent that
might make you imagine that you were at the
heart of the most expensive and delicious
perfume shop in all the world. Bewitching,
pervasive, hypnotic, all-embracing.’

Iris
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PERFUME IS AN ADDICTION

#ShareMyStash
The Marks & Spencer Archive
Not just a high street store – part of our national identity. But did you know
Marks & Spencer has an archive of their products going right back to the start in 1884,
including their perfumed wares? Suzy Nightingale went for a nosey...
Photos: JO FAIRLEY

asked: just why is the archive based at Leeds University?
Within a building on the Leeds University campus,
‘It makes sense because Marks & Spencer started out in
71,000 items (and counting) have been collected in the
Leeds,’ Nicola explained. ‘Today, the business has a working
M&S Company ‘Marks in Time’ Archive, with key pieces
partnership with the university, and what we’re lucky
dating from 1884 right up to the present day.
enough to have here has become a great resource. When
Here, you can find everything from examples of their
Alexa Chung was looking for inspiration for her M&S fashion
first microwavable food packaging to beauty products
collection, for instance, she came here
and beyond – ordinary, everyday,
and was blown away.’
familiar household objects
Through the decades from Michael
juxtaposed with clothes, lovingly
Marks opening the first Penny Bazaar
curated and placed in glass
in Leeds in 1884, to the high street
cabinets as part of the permanent
shops we now all know and love
public display which is open on
today, a huge number of artefacts
weekdays to visitors.
and ephemera have been amassed.
We’d been invited there by
Although Nicola’s only been here for a
Marks & Spencer to go behind
couple of years, she has a background
the scenes, specifically to see
of working for other corporate
their collection of perfumes – a
archives. ‘I was Network Rail’s archivist
rather different #ShareMyStash to
before this – not quite as glamorous!
our usual peek inside a collector’s
It’s a joy to work with this collection
cabinet. But as we pass through
because we get people sending in
the exhibits on show in the main
everything from packaging design,
reception area, it’s lovely to see
fashion items, photographs… it’s a real
groups of fashion students peering
timeline of our British history.’
closely at patterns, and people
Before being shown the fragrance
suddenly pointing at something
archive, we had the treat of being
that triggers a long-forgotten image
escorted through temperatureof themselves or a family member. ‘I
One of the very earliest tills, on display at the
controlled fashion corridors. We
had that!’ they squeal, faces aglow
‘Marks in Time’ exhibition at Leeds Uni
marvel at entire lives contained in
with the remembering.
carefully-labelled boxes and vast
Most museums contain ancient
container units with memories suspended on every coat
relics, or exquisite pieces far out of reach of all but royalty
hanger. As the movable storage units of the archive were
or rich celebrities. Here, though, we can reacquaint
winched slowly apart, we saw hundreds of protective bags
ourselves with tangible objects that many of us have owned
hanging like shrouds, arranged by year of manufacture in
at one time or another – and there’s something rather
seemingly endless rows. On unzipping them, Nicola gave
moving about having them behind glass, marked out as
us tantalising glimpses of delicate lace wedding dresses
important examples of social history. Our history.
from the 1920s, circus-print housecoats from the 1940s and
The woman with the job of curating this fascinating
crazily patterned pieces that screamed 70s with every
heritage is Nicola Herbert, pictured opposite. And first, we
44 The scented Letter

“

It’s a joy to work with this collection because
people send in everything from packaging designs, fashion
items, photographs – a timeline of our British history

PERFUME IS AN ADDICTION

In front of a model of M&S’s early ‘penny bazaar’, a selection of fragrant treasures from the 1970s onwards in the archive at Leeds University

orange paisley swirl. (How we longed to dive into every bag
and have a rummage!)
There are huge shelves of documents, too, from
employment contracts to advertisements, training manuals
to M&S magazines. But what we were really here to sniff out
(or at least to see) were the fragrances, many of which have
been donated by the public. Not necessarily collected,
but ‘accidentally retained’, as archivists like to say. Which
translates as: found in the back of a cupboard somewhere.
‘We’re fortunate that we get a lot of people asking if they
can send us examples of things we might not have – and we
never quite know what’s going to turn up,’ smiles Nicola.
(See the ‘MISSING’ box, right, to discover whether you can
help M&S plug gaps in their archive.)
In the library, Nicola has arrayed various Marks & Spencer
in-house magazines – produced for staff – for us to leaf
through, each open at Post-it-marked pages charmingly
boasting of avocado-shaped soaps, scented straw dolls or
fragrance unveilings. The magazines they’ve sourced for us
go all the way back to 1972 – the year St Michael toiletries
first launched. ‘They were very basic, back then – soaps and

bath things. But later came innovations like scented tights!’
Nostalgia overwhelms us as we peruse pages detailing
the Rosebud range – encompassing bed linens, scented
sachets, dusting powders, lampshades and bowls of pot
pourri. ‘Those were the days when everyone wanted
things matching – a fragrance to match your bedroom
itself,’ Nicola grins. While going through the magazines
for us earlier that day, Nicola noted that once upon a time,
perfumes were also the chosen gift to staff members when
they’d reached a Long Service milestone, or were retiring.
‘Because at that time, fragrance was a real luxury.’
Store photos taken back then show dedicated toiletries
sections appearing in the late 70s, with scented Christmas
decorations debuting in the 80s – straw dolls you could
perfume, wooden fruit, and those scented tights (from the
Magnolia range). ‘There was a whole trend for different
ways of disseminating fragrance in your home.’ (Although
not every trend – as those tights prove – took hold.)
Moving on from the magazines, Nicola had arranged
a table showcasing a selection of bottles of perfume and
aftershaves through the years, alongside a lavishly-scented

Marks & Spencer’s fragrant timeline
Basic
toiletries
sold at
Penny
Bazaars

St Michael
toiletries
launched:
shampoos,
soaps,
toothpastes
and
deodorants
– plus a
‘spray
perfume’ –
but no fine
fragrance
range

Early
toiletry
fragrances
included
Rose, Wild
and Iris,
as well as
natureinspired
fragrances
like
avocado,
peach and
rosemary

Several
perfumes
now
available
including
Honoré
Cologne
spray

1800s

1972

1976

1978
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An
Freesia was
exclusive
added to
‘Couture’
toiletries
range of
range,
available as perfumes is
soap, foam launched,
including
bath and
hand and Taffeta and
body lotion Plicette in
eaux de
toilette with
matching
bath
products

1981

1983

Burgundy
collection
of men’s
toiletries
launched,
including
skincare,
‘Splash-on
Cologne’
and
aftershave
lotion

Perfumes
include
Fifth
Avenue,
Orissa and
Taffeta;
M&S also
starts
selling
fragranced
products
like pot
pourri and
‘fragranced
straw dolls’

Florentyna
fragrance
launched
as a body
care range,
including
bath
products
and a
‘refreshing
body spray’

1984

1987

1991

room spray. We also instantly recognise Florentyna (M&S’s
longest-running fragrance, still in production from its launch
in 1991), and Isis, now rebranded for obvious reasons as
‘Aqua’. There is even a blotter from the short-lived but
utterly fabulous collection created for M&S by perfumer
Lyn Harris, of Miller Harris and Perfumer H fame. But many
bottles and/or packaging have been lost in time, says
Nicola. ‘Florentyna is one of the rare examples where we
have the physical bottle of perfume along with the original
packaging, actually dating from the year after it came out.’
It’s somehow humbling to visit these Marks and Spencer
archives – re-visiting our own memories along the way, of
perfumes and talcum powders, drawer sachets, scented
lotions, potions and novelty-shaped objects that we (or
our parents) have used. Everyday things for scenting
everyday lives. Where, we wonder, did you travel back to,
when seeing these,
remembering the
scents of your life,
via these pages?

The free exhibition
area on the Leeds
University campus
can be visited from
Monday to Friday,
10am-5pm (special
visits available for
schools and groups).
marksintime.
marksandspencer.
com
Time-travelling to the 1970s via the

typography in M&S’s in-house magazine

Hugely
Autograph M&S open
successful
dedicated
fragrances
launched, to beauty and launch of
Rosie for
complement fragrance
Autograph
halls at
the fashion
with a
stores
collections
fragrance
across the
of the same
country,
name
starting
with
Kensington

2000

2012

2015

Dermot
O’Leary
launches
signature
scents
with M&S,
Bergamot
& Basil and
Vetiver &
Cedarwood

Missing from the M&S archive:
raid your bathroom cabinets!
While gazing at the bottles and boxes, it
became clear that there’s a lot still missing
from M&S’s fragrance and beauty archive –
and the curators would love your help getting
their hands on some of the items they’re keen
to add to the collection.
‘There are so many things we have
photographs of or references to – but not
examples of the actual bottles,’ explains
Nicola. ‘Back in the day, it just wasn’t seen as
important to hang onto items we were selling,
or to packaging, for “posterity” – and as a
result there are many items on our wishlist.’
So, The Perfume Society thought this would
be a wonderful opportunity for you to raid the
back of your bathroom cabinets – or ask Great
Aunt Mabel if she’s still got any of these gems
ferreted away in a cupboard somewhere.
The following list of items are those the
M&S archivists are especially keen to track
down. So can you help them find these
missing fragrances?
l Taffeta
l Plicette
l Orissa
l Fifth Avenue
l Byron (aftershave for men)
Nicola added that the archive would also
love early examples of bath products like
Freesia and Rose. So if you think you have
a dusty bottle (or, even better, with original
packaging) tucked away somewhere, the
M&S Archive would love to hear from you –
email company.archive@marksandspencer.
com or call 0208-718 2800.
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first whiffs

latest launches
Unusually, the pace of
new launches has barely
slowed at all for Summer
2018. Read on to
discover 42 new
women’s creations, and
a divine dozen for men

Our latest Perfume Society Discovery
Box, Day and Night, has been flying
out of the door – and, we suspect,
flying out in perfumistas’ luggage,
with its brilliant curation of fragrances
to delight your senses 24/7 (alongside
great travel beauty ‘extras’). Find it at
perfumesociety.org/SHOP, price £19
(£15 to VIPs). It includes, among other
fragrances...

● TOM DAXON IRIDIUM
● FLORAL STREET NEON
ROSE
● ELIZABETH AND JAMES
NIRVANA BLACK + WHITE
● VERSACE DYLAN BLUE
POUR FEMME
● clarins eau
dynamisante

✶
new

THE FRAGRANCE FAMILIES
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As scentophiles know, fragrances fall into different ‘families’. So we’ve used the same classification system for launches
as on our perfumesociety.org website. Just look for the coloured strip above the name of the perfume, which is your
visual clue to the families. These are listed below. Most of us are drawn to a specific family/families: once you know
which you fall into, that colour can act as a cue – and help you take a short-cut to the ones you may want to try first.
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FOUGERE

ABERCROMBIE & FITCH

AMOUAGE

ANIMA VINCI

First Instinct Blue Woman

Imitation Woman

Neroli Wisdom

For Firmenich’s Gabriela Chelariu,
inspiration for First Instinct Woman
was ‘the adventure of the outdoors,
and the morning blue skies and waters’
– all of which she associates with the
fabled A&F name. Hence the siren call
of salted sea air notes, which swim
alongside apricot nectar, blackberry,
bergamot, peony and jasmine in a
juice described as ‘woody fruity’ that is
ultimately wrapped in whipped vanilla,
patchouli and creamy sandalwood. We
say: dive right in.
From £35 for 30ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

Amouage Creative Director
Christopher Chong taps into a
childhood memory – that of walking
through New York’s Lower East Side in
the 1970s, ‘with its intense colours,
smells and blend of Latin and Asian
cultures.’ This floral-aldehydic timetravels via notes of blackcurrant bud,
licorice, ylang ylang, Turkish rose,
orange blossom and jasmine – adding
incense, sandalwood and patchouli to
represent the ‘never-ending party at
Studio 54’. Happy to boogie to this.
£248 for 100ml eau de parfum
amouage.com

Enter the cool courtyard of a fine
Moroccan riad and nibble cornes de
gazelle pastries while sipping heavenly
scented tea – your fragrant invitation
from the very first spritz of this neroli
and orange blossom-drenched
delight; the neroli freshens and
soothes the soul before the more
honeyed orange blossom suggestively
sashays into view. Created by CPL
Aromas perfumer Beverley Bane, this
is a fragrant reverie we think you’ll
willingly succumb to.
£150 for 100ml eau de parfum
lessenteurs.com

ANDY TAUER

BRITNEY SPEARS

CAROLINA HERRERA

Self-taught perfumer Andy Tauer’s
limited edition feels like a long-lost
classic, rediscovered. Ginger,
petitgrain and spices thrum to a
backdrop of rose and orris on a base
of oakmoss, tonka, sandalwood and
benzoin. Shimmering between
ambergris haze and fuzzily warm musk,
patchouli and vanilla, it wears like
waking from an opulent dream. Only
500 bottles have been produced, with
perfumistas clamouring for them – so
make haste if you intend to indulge.
£135 for 50ml eau de parfum
tauerperfumes.com

Hot on the rainbow heels of her Pride
edition comes Britney’s deliberately
genderless creation ‘created for the
man or woman who defies inhibitions
and social limitations’, to fuel the
confidence ‘to be whoever you want
to be.’ This woody-Oriental explodes
onto the stage with goji, apricot nectar
and pink pepper, blending red calla
lily, latex petals (well, that’s new!) and
espresso foam, closing the show with
sandalwood, amberwood and saffron
cream. Bravo, Britney!
From £23 for 30ml eau de parfum
boots.com (from 15th August)

Shimmering with the iridescence of a
salty, skin-like muskiness and the
intoxicating deliciousness of a
lychee-laden liqueur, this is a fragrance
to reach for when poolside parties
beckon. With a distinct fresh fruitiness
that gets the taste buds tingling, the
senses tingle too in anticipation of
high jinks, laughter and dancing the
night away. The music mellows, a
sunset washes the sky, musk drifts with
happy memories. And there’s the
prospect of doing it again, tomorrow.
£73.50 for 80ml eau de toilette
theperfumeshop.com

Les Années 25

Prerogative

212 VIP Party Fever
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CAROLINA HERRERA

CH L’Eau

Stories

DKNY

ELIZABETH ARDEN

Conjuring feelings of holiday
romances and bright, carefree summer
days, CH L’Eau is set to place a
contented smile on your face.
Mouthwatering blood oranges are
squeezed, with other bright citruses,
over red tea, for an elegant finish. Less
saccharine juiciness, more vibrant
freshness – and all soothed by the
calming, aqueous red tea, sitting on a
richer bed of cedarwood and
patchouli. A floaty fragrance that feels
light, radiant – and just easy.
£58 for 50ml eau de toilette
harrods.com

The biggest fragrant ‘ta-dah’ moment
for DKNY in years, Stories is ‘alive with
the inspiration and emotion of a new
generation of dynamic women – living,
inventing and reinventing themselves
and their stories’. Full of striking
contrasts – just like NYC itself – the
‘millennial pink’ juice is fresh with pink
guava mousse, pink pepper and
cardamom, giving way to jasmine
sambac, black iris and white tea, with
vanilla, amber and sandalwood making
for a very happy ending.
From £43.50 for 30ml eau de parfum
boots.com

Note to the many lovers of fig
fragrances: snap up this summer’s
limited edition of ever-popular Green
Tea, pronto. Its freshness here acquires
a fabulously cool, shady green aspect;
fig and ivy leaves rustle gently
alongside accords of green tea, sweet
Kadota fig fruit and aromatic clary
sage. Perfumer Rodrigo Flores-Roux
‘…imagined nibbling on juicy, nectarfilled figs while savouring a warm,
fragrant cup of tea’, which he
expresses perfectly in this juice.
£30 for 100ml eau de toilette
elizabetharden.co.uk

ELIZABETH ARDEN

ESTÉE LAUDER

Green Tea Fig

EX NIHILO

Sunflowers

Bronze Goddess Eau Fraîche

Atlas Fever

A second Elizabeth Arden classic is
getting a fleeting – and fresh – special
edition, for summer 2018. Sunflowers
Summer Air sets out to capture the
coolness of a summer breeze, making
‘petals dance and leaves sway’ with a
delicious simplicity. Lemon, apple and
a green mandarin note offer an instant
cool-down, with the breeze getting up
via cyclamen, rose, jasmine,
osmanthus and outdoorsy ozone,
warmed by cedarwood, amber and
musks as the finale gusts in.
£30 for 100ml eau de toilette
elizabetharden.co.uk

Summer isn’t summer, for us, without a
spritz or two of Bronze Goddess – the
quintessential vacation-in-a-bottle, all
sun-drenched exotic white flowers
(most especially tiaré), kissed with
vanilla and coconut, and warmed by
sexy amber. The ‘skinscent’ of the
name hints at its intimacy, here – and
it’s just one of a raft of layerable
Bronze Goddess loveliness for summer
2018, including cooling spritzes and
gelées, prolonging the holiday
romance which we’ll never tire of.
From £43 for 50ml eau fraîche
esteelauder.co.uk

This innovative Parisian perfume
house has been in something of a
creative frenzy – and we’re loving the
results. This exclusive-to-Selfridges
edition was created by Givaudan’s
Shyamala Maisondieu, intended to
conjure up the scent of vintage
guitars. If so, it’s like placing your nose
close to the instrument, breathing the
woodiness of guaiac and oak woods,
with soft sandalwood brightened by
pink berries, polished to perfection by
sweet tonka. You hum it, we’ll wear it.
£390 for 100ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com
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Brompton Immortals

In the Rain

FLORAIKU

FOLIE FOLIE

Ex Nihilo have also bottled one of
their favourite London department
stores, Harrods – and the result is as
opulent as you might imagine. Pink
pepper fizzes with spicy saffron, while
Bulgarian rose, jasmine and a lys-ylang
accord make for a heart abounding
with florals. These blooms are
freighted with a rich base: vanilla swirls
around resinous olibanum alongside
chocolate-y patchouli, veiled in a cloak
of downy white musk. Smooth, sensual
and downright sexy.
£295 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Joining Floraïku’s exotic Forbidden
Incense collection, In the Rain is
inspired by the ancient Japanese
tradition of Kodo: a serene incense
ceremony practised for thousands of
years that radiates utter tranquillity. In
the Rain comprises citrus, woody and
musky aromas; bergamot lifts, while
cedar oil provides depth in the heart,
and a base of entwined woody and
musky notes delivers soft comfort. A
calming scent to be utterly still with.
£250 for 50ml eau de parfum and 10ml
purse spray
harrods.com

Folie Folie are known for bejewelling
our bodies and accessorising our
wardrobes – but with a trio of three
new scents, now seek to perfume
them, too. Of the three (you could
also choose Spice or Fresh), we’re
most drawn to the bright, summery
floralcy of this, which bursts
exuberantly into life with the fruitiness
of blackcurrant and apricot,
mellowing to a delectable rosiness
that is ultimately smoothed and
sweetened by a lick of vanilla.
£60 for 50ml eau de parfum
foliefolie.com

GUERLAIN

JASPER CONRAN

EX NIHILO

La Petite Robe Noire
Black Perfecto

Unquestionably our favourite yet in
Thierry Wasser’s La Petite Robe
Noire ‘wardrobe’, this is the scent
equivalent of a black leather jacket
swagged with rose embroidery. It’s
laced with a trio of rose extracts –
rosewater, rose absolute and rose
essence – accessorised by almond,
all lying on a bed of buttery-soft
leather base notes. If you like roses,
roses all the way, be prepared to be
surprised and delighted by La
Petite Robe Noire’s latest outfit.
From £43 for 30ml eau de toilette
johnlewis.com

Floral

JOOP

Rose

Wow! Woman

A quintessential summer rose
fragrance, from the garden-loving
designer – sheer as organza, floaty as
chiffon (only much more wearable, in
our book). Echoing the palest,
daintiest pink of the bottle, the dewy,
peachy notes of Juliet rose – a classic
from David Austin Roses – are layered
over blackcurrant and mandarin leaves,
falling away to reveal a base that has
the signature understatement of
Conran’s styling, with touches of
patchouli, amber and musk.
From £33 for 100ml eau de parfum
debenhams.com

Fabrice Pellegrin set out to embody
true femininity – ‘an authentic and
emancipated self-confidence paired
with an independence from other
people’s expectations’ – in WOW!
Woman. (And if that isn’t a ‘wow’
statement, we’d like to know what is.)
To express that boldness he chose
deep red ingredients, combining a
hypnotic rose infusion with juicy wild
raspberry and peony, endowed with a
Chypre signature offering woody,
balsamic and leathery nuances.
From £35 for 40ml eau de toilette
theperfumeshop.com
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JULIETTE HAS A GUN

Liquid Illusion

Inspired by the addictive almond/
violet nuances of heliotropin, Romano
Ricci – maverick founder of Juliette
Has a Gun – was intrigued to discover
it’s also an ingredient of the
psychostimulant MDMA. This
hallucinogenic molecule is woven
through iris and tuberose absolutes
(tuberose being his favourite flower, as
you’ll see on p.41), snaking sinuously
around an amber-rich and creamy
musk dry-down that sighs softly with
you the whole night through.
£200 for 75ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

KENZO

Flower by Kenzo Red Edition

Imagine a perfect bloom bathed
in sunshine, red petals almost
neon bright as they reflect the
sun’s rays. Trickles of juicy blood
mandarin speckle tendrils of red
frangipani, plucked to inhale their
heady aroma. Salt crystals cling to
warm skin fresh from a cooling dip
in the sea. And as the fragrance
melds to your body, a whisper of
white musk will trail softly as a
caress from the beach towel you
hug closely, smiling.
£55 for 50ml eau de toilette
johnlewis.com

LANCÔME

La Vie Est Belle L’Éclat

Everything about this new eau de
toilette incarnation of bestselling La
Vie Est Belle sparkles, from the faceted
bottle and its shimmering ‘scarf’ to the
brightness of the scent itself, luminous
with elements of mandarin, bergamot,
tea, neroli, sambac jasmine and
orange blossom absolutes, softened
by iris concrete and Ambroxan. But
with Dominique Ropion and Anne
Flipo as its perfumers, we’d have
expected nothing less than full-on
dazzle, here.
£56 for 50ml eau de toilette
lancome.co.uk

MAP OF THE HEART

MARC JACOBS

MEMOIZE LONDON

Map of the Heart consistently surprise
and delight us with their striking
compositions – and White Heart has
our own hearts pulsing. Lavender,
aldehydes and cardamom combine for
a bracing, ethereal top. Salted plums
are then laid atop a bed of creamy
gardenia and whispers of the honeyed,
resinous scent of olibanum, while
MoTH’s signature Australian
sandalwood can be found dancing in
the dark with rich, natural oudh and
vetiver. Truly, a scent to mesmerise.
£150 for 90ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

The Marc Jacobs Daisy love story
continues – aptly enough with Alberto
Morillas’s Daisy Love, described as a
‘radiant gourmand’, with its multifaceted sweetness. The love affair
starts with a pop of crystallised
cloudberries, developing a light-filled,
creamy floralcy via petals from a ‘daisy
tree’, sealed with the kiss of cashmere
musks and driftwood. Daisy collectors,
clear a corner of your shelf for this
striking new design, featuring a single
over-sized bloom on the cap.
From £42 for 30ml eau de toilette
johnlewis.com

The boom in ‘niche’ continues – and
just landed on our desk is Memoize
London, which strives ‘to evoke an
emotional connection to our
memories, through the fantasy of
fragrance.’ They debut with seven
accomplished extraits de parfum in
‘The Dark Range’; we’re drawn to
Superbia, which recalls ‘prune
rosebushes, the leather strap of a
satchel, a mother’s proudest moment’
via rich floral notes, nestling on a bed
of oudh, amber, patchouli and leather.
£177 for 100ml extrait de parfum
memoizeperfume.com

White Heart v.7
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Daisy Love

Superbia

MICHAEL KORS

MISGUIDED

Boss Babe

Coeur de Cologne

Setting out to satisfy our inner nomads
is this airy, outdoorsy eau de toilette
– just crying out to be worn to a
riverside picnic, a summer party, your
best friend’s wedding in an Italian
castello… In a bottle of reminiscent of
the prettiest seaglass, explore Italian
bergamot, pink grapefruit, Granny
Smith apples, muguet, white peony
and jasmine sambac, enfolded in
sheer musks and sandalwood,
Wonderlust Eau Fresh is definitely your
perfume passport to summer.
From £44 for 30ml eau de toilette
At John Lewis (from 5th August)

Bergamot, pear and pistachio revive
flagging spirits, almond milk, orange
blossom and magnolia soothe frayed
nerves and creamy, patchouli and
tonka beans settle to a solid,
sandalwood base. In a flacon
resembling an energy drink, crack
open a can of whoop-ass with this
girl-power inspired scent that will, they
say, ‘leave you ready to face anything
the day throws at you.’ With Babe
Dreams and Babe Oud also just
unveiled, why not make yours a triple?
£28 for 80ml eau de parfum
superdrug.com

Alberto Morillas’s Mizensir collection
offers a sense of the perfumer’s total
freedom to create anything he is
inspired to. Here, he wanted a
Cologne – fresh and innocent – that
lasted all day long. So Coeur de
Cologne combines mandarin, neroli,
petitgrain and orange blossom – a
true celebration of the orange tree,
from branch to fruit. But it’s the solar
woods and radiant musks that ensure
you’re still sniffing at your wrist, late
into the evening.
£175 for 100ml eau de Cologne
libertylondon.com

Wanderlust Eau Fresh

MUGLER

NIDOR

MIZENSIR

NINA RICCI

Les Exceptions Mystic
Aromatic

Fleur de Violet

Bella Eau de Toilette

Yes, this is fresh – a gust of
invigorating herb notes of Provence
thyme, clary sage, oregano and basil.
But it’s much more complex and
ethereal than that initial crushed green
herbal encounter might suggest (and
we’d expect nothing less from
perfumer Jean-Christophe Hérault and
Mugler’s Les Exceptions collection).
Smoothing out the herbal elements,
he added resinous Peru balsam for a
dry-down that’s sweet, Oriental – and
a masterful study in contrasts.
£140 for 80ml eau de parfum
mugler.co.uk

Coaxing forth the supreme elegance
of the violet, the uniquely powdered
headiness of floral notes is woven with
a silky-smooth yet earthy base. Golden
amber shimmies among richly resinous
depths of patchouli, vanilla, labdanum
and a fuzzy (almost tobacco-like)
oakmoss. Founded by Creative
Director Jordan Thomson, Nidor is a
fine fragrance house based – rather
wonderfully – in Scotland, offering five
extraits de parfum to revel in (and we
urge you to do just that!)
£80 for 50ml extrait de parfum
nidorfinefragrance.com

What does a modern-day princess
smell like? Glorious. But think: less
‘demure damsel’, more ‘independent
It Girl’. With Barbara Palvin as the
muse – model and Instagram star (she
has eight million+ followers), this is a
‘reimagined princess’ perfume. A
vibrant acidic floral, it blazes with the
mouthwatering quirkiness of rhubarb,
softened with sparkly rose jelly and
fresh freesia, and with a magical aura
of sensuality from musk and vanilla in
the fairy tale’s closing chapter.
From £38 for 30ml eau de toilette
feelunique.com
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PARLE MOI DE PARFUM

PENHALIGON’S

PRADA

Chypre Mojo

Belgravia Chypre

When a legendary perfumer teams up
with his son to found their own
fragrance house, releasing perfumes
that have been 40 years in the making,
you can be sure we were excited!
Michel Almairac (creator of Dior
Fahrenheit, Chloé, Chopard Casmir,
Gucci Rush etc.), brings us 10
masterful fragrances to explore, with
this stunning Chypre proving instantly
addictive. Bergamot, carnation,
mango and patchouli, in these hands,
equal sheer perfection.
£98 for 50ml eau de parfum
selfridges.com

Inspired by an area of London home
to embassies, stucco-fronted villas and
a Royal Palace, this is blessed with an
appropriate elegance and richness, its
Chypre construction centred on
bergamot, oakmoss and patchouli,
kissed by rose, pink pepper and
raspberry. Spiffing stuff, but be fleet of
foot; Penhaligon’s The Hidden London
Collection is said to be limited edition.
(Though we’ll be heartbroken if this
stunning Fabrice Pellegrin creation
hides itself away again.)
£137 for 100ml eau de parfum
penhaligons.com

RAMÓN MONEGAL

ROGER & GALLET

Feuille de Figuier

In The Wood for Love

Take a psychedelic trip to an island of
exotic blooms wreathed in sunshine
and, perhaps, wispy drifts of
something more illicit… Inspired by
Monegal’s love of Ibiza, Flower Power
dances around the central note,
patchouli – what else? – but a far more
refined and delicate handling than
found in those ‘head shops’ of the 60s.
Peony ruffles its petals with
shamelessly feminine flirtatiousness
and vanilla flower provides balm for
souls exhausted from the partying.
£150 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

Fig leaves have come a long way since
the time of Adam and Eve, embraced
by perfumers like Mathilde Bijaoui,
who deploys a note of fig to bring an
air of green that is like stepping into
the shade on a hot day. In this
‘wellbeing water’, crisp, luminous
accords of bergamot, mandarin and
galbanum introduce a shaft of sunlight
into the shade, before ultimately, the
fig leaf disappears, revealing its
‘naughtier bits’ – cedarwood and
resinous benzoin.
From £19.50 for 30ml eau de Cologne
escentual.com

If you’re a fragrant force, with L’Eau
d’Issey, YSL Kouros and Jean Paul
Gaultier Classique under your creative
belt, why wouldn’t you use your name
for your own perfume house...? So:
Chantal Roos’s brand Dear Rose will
know be known as Roos & Roos (she’s
in partnership with daughter Alex).
She’s also adding this mossy, woodsy,
rain-drenched creation to their
perfumed portfolio, which beckons us
into the forest with notes of iris, violet,
cedarwood, patchouli and vetiver.
£170 for 100 ml eau de parfum
At Harrods

Flower Power
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Infusion Mandarine

Mandarine is an explosion of zest.
The first citrus in Prada’s collection,
it is still in keeping with the complex
construction of Les Infusions – light,
airy, yet long-lasting. A green
mandarin note opens, evoking the
raw bitterness of the citrus skin as
you peel it, before revealing the
bright, juicy flesh of the fruit. Neroli
and orange blossom are added for
an extra dose of sunshine, and later
the sultry warmth of opopanax
shrouds you in comfort.
£102.50 for 100ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com

ROOS & ROOS

SRI LONDON

THE MODERNIST

TOM DAXON

We constantly marvel at how texture
and temperature can be conjured
from the hands of a perfumer and
placed in a bottle, and here the citrus
opening soon propels us to the
glowing, golden warmth of saffron
and the deep, woody oudh.
Cushioned in between by billows of
rose, jasmine, orris and violet, a final
plunge to cedar, amber, saffron and
musk remains luminous. Fittingly, as
the word ‘sri’ in Sanskrit means
‘diffusing light or radiance.’
£220 for 100ml
At Harrods

An intriguing swirl of floral and
fruitiness feels exotic yet familiar, citrus
dominating the opening, its succulent
greenness dripping with juice. Freesia
magnificently carries the composition
to unknown heights and this haze of
notes twirls continuously as it warms
on your skin. Frankincense swathes the
flower-powered fruitiness with
labdanum and woods in the base.
John Evans, founder of The Modernist,
has two more creations in the pipeline,
he tells us. We watch with interest.
£145 for 50ml eau de parfum
modernistfragrance.com

Inspiration comes in many forms. An
idyllic Greek holiday in the
Pelopponese region of Laconia was
the springboard for Tom Daxon’s latest
– most specifically, a long, cool drink
enjoyed at sunset, which this rising star
recreates via succulent notes of lemon,
bergamot, mandarin and orange,
water mint, violet leaf and jasmine,
ruffled by a breeze of vetiver,
cardamom and sea salt. The perfect
summer cooler, we find ourselves
spritzing and re-spritzing.
£155 for 100ml eau de parfum
libertylondon.com

TRISH MCEVOY

WIDIAN

Hili

Black Opium Sound Illusion

If you’ve never checked out the
fragrance collection of make-up
dynamo Trish McEvoy (a self-confessed
scent obsessive), your nose is in for a
treat. Her newest addition is a perfume
oil concentration of bestselling 9 Oud
fragrance. Its dark base of oudh,
sandalwood, vanilla and precious
resins – frankincense, labdanum, myrrh
– is lifted by elements of Egyptian
jasmine, purple peonies, with a shaft of
Italian bergamot and crushed berries
in the overture.
£175 for 15ml perfume oil
selfridges.com

Interweaving the notoriously
rambunctious tuberose with armfuls of
roses, jasmine, tiaré flowers and ylang
ylang, the feminine sweetness
becomes punctuated by rounded pink
peppercorns, coriander and a smooth
sandalwood base deliciously swirled
with coconut milk, vanilla and
patchouli. We think even tuberose
naysayers will succumb to its charms,
as the note here becomes suffused
with a pillowy softness like resting your
head on a heaving bosom.
£215 for 50ml eau de parfum
At Harvey Nichols

Part good-enough-to-eat gourmand,
part va-va-voom floral, Black Opium
Sound Illusion is 100% rock chick glam,
powered by black coffee, armfuls of
white flowers, cedar, patchouli, and
vanilla’s Oriental warmth. Aside from
the scents themselves, what attracts
perfumistas to the Black Opium
collection is a succession of showstopping bottles – here, that famous
‘window’ surrounded by a glittering
music equaliser, through which the
rosy pink juice can be glimpsed.
£72 for 50ml eau de parfum
theperfumeshop.com

Amethyst Oud & Saffron

9 Oud Perfume Oil

The Modernist

Laconia

YSL
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ABERCROMBIE & FITCH

First Instinct Blue Man

Imitation Man

AMOUAGE

AMOUROUD

You’d expect new-clothing crispness
from Abercrombie & Fitch, but First
Instinct Blue effortlessly melds into a
deeper, more adventurous rural scent.
A fougère with two sides, initially fresh
from frozen apple and bergamot, it’s
mellowed by lavender, descending
deeper into aromatic depths of
cardamom and finally amber –
perfectly capturing an adventurous
soul, confidentially moving from
brighter days at work to long evenings
in the outdoors.
From £33 for 30ml eau de toilette
debenhams.com

This counterpart to Imitation Woman
is also designed to revisit the
decadence of 1970s New York as
remembered by Amouage Creative
Director Christopher Chong. A
Chypre-leather, it features a
fascinating note at its heart, a ‘velvet
and vinyl accord’ which shimmies
alongside cedrat, spices, violet and
orris, resting on a bed – or perhaps
that should be velvet banquette? – of
patchouli, myrrh and vetiver, pulsing
on the skin until the small hours.
£238 for 100ml eau de parfum
amouage.com

Nervous of the word ‘oudh’? Don’t be.
Amouroud blend Middle Eastern
aesthetics with refined classic
perfumery techniques. Seriously
smooth, loaded with spicy smokiness,
coriander, ginger and saffron melt
seamlessly into a swathe of silken
heliotrope. An unctuous (yet somehow
aerated) base of oudh, olibanum,
amberwood and vanilla is reminiscent
of eating a crème caramel in a
wood-panelled private members club.
Luxuriously moreish.
£166 for 100ml eau de parfum
harrods.com

ANIMA VINCI

CHRIS COLLINS

Oud Tabac

COACH

Tudo Azul

Renaissance Man

Platinum Eau de Parfum

From the first spritz of Tudo Azul,
inspired by Brazil and its iconic
Caipirinha cocktail, your heart simply
soars as the orange, lime and
mandarin oils joyously work their zingy
magic to revive and refresh. Cachaça
(from sugar cane spirit), salt notes and
rum add a boozy kick to the heart
before grounding ambery woods and
vetiver, arrive with vanilla bean and
labdanum soothing the spirit. Invited
to this impromptu beach party, you’ll
learn to feel alive again!
£150 for 100ml eau de parfum
lessenteurs.com

Gorgeously aromatic, spicy citrus zips
across warm ginger, sage, and honey,
while cooling, dry vetiver and a
mesmerising sandalwood add both
depth and diversity to this wonderfully
wearable masculine. Well, we say
‘masculine’, but let’s face it, fragrance
lovers should simply wear what suits
them (and so we’ll be borrowing this
as often as we like, thank you!) Do
check out the full range – a trio of
scents setting out to evoke the
decadence of Harlem and Paris.
£160 for 50ml eau de parfum
Jovoy Mayfair

Coach’s sure-footed journey in
fragrance continues, with a creation by
Bruno Jovanovic ‘made for an
American dreamer’, in the dreamiest
of mirrored bottles designed to evoke
the skies of Manhattan reflected in its
iconic skyscraper architecture. Fresh,
modern and sporty, this energises with
juniper, black pepper and grapefruit,
revealing its aromatic side through
clary sage, geranium and a touch of
pineapple, before vanilla leather,
patchouli and cashmeran drift in.
From £49 for 60ml eau de parfum
johnlewis.com
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the men’s room

212 VIP Men Party Fever

CAROLINA HERRERA

L’Eau Super Majeure d’Issey

ISSEY MIYAKE

LOUIS VUITTON

Has there ever been a summer of
parties like this? (Amazing what
happens across this country when the
sun peeps out.) Like a festival that’s
here today, a distant memory
tomorrow, 212 VIP Men Party Fever is
a grab-it-while-you-can limited
edition that sets out to bottle
charisma via notes of vibrant ginger
and – cheekily (and legally!) – burning
cannabis. And what a bottle it is:
chromed and iridescent, dazzling as
an insect’s wing.
£59 for 100ml eau de toilette
theperfumeshop.com

Reinforcing the fresh, salty woodiness
of last year’s Super Majeure original
launch, we now find the dry-down
wrapped in velvety-soft Cashmeran.
Before we land on the plumptious
base, an herbaceous breeze ripples
through rosemary and clary sage
adding depth to the clarity of the air,
patchouli and vanilla hinting at the
comforting embrace yet to come. A
journey inspired by driftwood and the
power of ocean waves.
From £47 for 50ml eau de parfum
intense
boots.com (from 13th August)

Two years after the launch of a
women’s collection for Louis Vuitton
by Jacques Cavallier-Belletrud, the
master turns his attention to men via
five breathtaking creations. We find
ourselves magnetically drawn to
Orage (French for thunderstorm), in
which this genius perfumer recreates
the heady, heavy air before a storm via
earthy patchouli, vetiver and iris, with
a lightning flash of iris and bergamot
in a juice itself the exact brooding
colour of a storm.
£185 for 100ml eau de parfum
louisvuitton.com

MUGLER

JASPER CONRAN

Alien Man

Apricot-like osmanthus blossoms are
juxtaposed with a reassuring yet
intriguing pairing of smoked beech
bark. Light-filled jasmine sambac is
enveloped by white amber on a
journey that is, by turns, fruit-tinged
and floral then smooth, smokilyinfused leather. Highly original, this
appears so simple at first; a hushed
modernity that deserves repeated
wearing to fully appreciate the unusual
charms of this foray into a masculine
iteration of the Alien family.
£52 for 50ml eau de toilette
theperfumeshop.com

Ice

The perfect cooling counterpart to
Conran’s just-lauched Rose fragrance
(looking suitably ‘iced’ in its flacon),
this taps into the trend for more
florally-focused fragrances for men
(see p.22) with its subtle heart of rose
and jasmine petals drifting in on a
breeze of cassis and gin-and-tonicfresh juniper. As it mellows on skin,
we’re getting an almost Chypre-like
dry-down via notes of oakmoss and
patchouli, rounded and softened by
amber and musk.
£35 for 100ml eau de toilette
debenhams.com

Orage

UNUM

Nebbia Spessa

Opalescent liquid swirls hypnotically
within, a cloud hovers above the
bottle’s cap – clues to the mysteriously
misty juice itself. Early morning dew
settles on strands of sea kelp draping
the shore, rain droplets pool above
cold, rhythmic waves as the sea fog
descends in a milky, mineralic gasp.
Nebbia (‘fog’) Spessa (‘deep’) is far
from your average marine-inspired
scent. It has Fitta (‘thick’) and Densa
(‘dense’) as fellow fragrant fogs, to
drift dreamily alongside.
£120 for 50ml extrait de parfum
roullierwhite.com
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it takes me right back

“

A month or so ago I was
aura of promenade drains at work,
walking down a Bloomsbury
representing the underbellied echo
alleyway during one of the many
of the day’s activities. Their signature
uncharacteristic heatwaves we’ve
most likely came from closer contact
had in London this year. The sky was
with surface air from rising water
unblemished by fluff, the sun proud,
levels driven by mass beach showers
the cars impatient and the air jellied.
and chemical spackling of restaurant
I felt momentary
pavements in
excitement in
preparation for
the most childish
dinner service.
innocent way, as if
I was eight. I
out shopping for
knew that at the
a new toy; the day
end of the walk was
had started out
pizza. I knew that
A surprising (and quite unpleasant) pong transports
challenging, so this
after pizza we would
transient change of
stop by the ice
@eddiebulliqi back to happy childhood summers
mood relieved my
cream place to grab
pessimism. It was
a sundae, and then
gone in seconds.
drop into the arcade
What was the stimulus? I identified the catalyst – a
with my father. We had a toxic relationship and didn’t get
particularly smelly drain had burped while I ambled past,
along but that didn’t matter within the nebulous neon lights
with the timbre of similarly smelly drains I would encounter
of the gaming centre. In the arcade, he would become
in Mallorca during childhood summer holidays. It was
my arch nemesis at Tekken, doubles compadre in Virtual
a strange sensation – idiosyncratic, uncomfortable, but
Tennis, or rival daredevil in Off-Road Challenger, fulfilling
exciting nonetheless. Emotion first, location second.
the prophecy I would have been plotting under the midday
The opening impression of those unmistakeable drains is
coastal sun. Night by night, game by game, I came to
always an acidic twang. Not arresting enough to make you
associate the acerbic nasal aftertaste of mouldy street drains
run, but prickly enough to warn you of what’s coming. Top
with a giddy anticipation for food, fun, and games. After two
notes of spiced algae and pale yeast. The heart is smooth,
weeks, we went home, but the cypher stuck.
feral, and runny – heavy and singular, silky and scary, a touch
In the years that followed I became more self-aware that
faecal, a pinch sulphuric. Not grotesque like a skip or a
the scent of summer drains had an affinity with summer
sewer, but nothing pleasant to be found whatsoever. In my
feelings for me. The process of trying to understand why
mind, a rich base of rancid oil and forgotten sandcastles
certainly influenced my later interest in fine fragrance and
compounds this olfactory purgatory. It’s the type of assault
its ability to play on memory and suggestion, in order to
on the sense of smell that would most definitely make the
achieve emotional engagement and sensory manipulation.
eyes water in higher concentrations, but in low whispers
Through the repetition, custom, and resultant
on a sultry summer evening can
expectation that was formed
evoke nostalgia, curiosity – and,
through my annual trips to the
for me, excitement.
island and my encounter with its
School breaks to Mallorca
waterworks, those summer drains
were some of my first holidays
started to mean something to me.
and the first time I remember
It wasn’t their odour profile that
splaying my feet on a sandy
determined my appreciation, but
beach. Not having any siblings,
their link to a time and a place.
I would play by myself in the
This still informs my work today
pool or on the shore by day,
and underlines the Bloomsbury
inventing fantasies and observing
timewarp I experienced at the
landscapes, and spend time with
beginning of this trip down
my father in the arcade by night.
olfactory memory lane.
As an antidote to the scorched
Perfumery is never about
laziness of the afternoon, the
reality but always about fantasy.
fresh-out-of-the-shower evening
Sometimes familiar, sometimes
walk to dinner would be cool
frightening, but always
and intermittently filled with the
reassuringly alive.

“ It’s the type of smell that would make
your eyes water in high concentrations”
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